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Police Image Repels

Black Principals Out
Of Schools In Dyer

"$r

Recruits, Says NAACP
The Memphis Branch of thellias gamed such a reputation
NAACP has criticized Fr a n k of unfairness to black citizens
Holloman, director of Fire and that it is "therefore nor surprisPolice, for a statement publish- lag to us that black people
ed in a daily paper which said would not in mass or large
black leaders should dev o t e numbers be desirous of idenify-.
more time to getting qualified tog with a police department
persons on the police force and with this type community imless in criticizing city govern- age.
ment.
"Until the police department
The statement was made jot- itself creates a dim a t e that
lowing a report by the Civil would be conducive to attractRights Commission regarding jog the needed personnel," she
the few black persons employ- wrote, "the problem will be
ed by the city in comparison to with us."
the number in the population. Mrs. Sm it h said t ha t the
In her letter to Mr. Holloman, NAACP has made repeated efMrs. Maxine A. Smith, execu- forts to have departments in
tiye secretary of the Memp h i s city government give some figbranch of the NAACP, said that ures on the ratio of black to
despite the number of c o m- white workers, but no departplaints filed with his of fice such figures.
about police abuse of citizens, "Though the NAACP is not a
she has not received informa- Federal agency," she said, "we
tion that those involved w ere feel that requests for informareprimanded.
tion made on behalf of such a
Mrs. Smit h said that t h e large segment of our population
Memphis Police Departm e n t should not be ignored."

#1.

All Hungry Children
Can Be Fed This Year

GROUNDBREAKING CEREMONY — The National Business League Convention here last week was highlighted
with a groundbreaking ceremony for the Freedom Center,
!and chairman of the event was Dr. Charles L. Dinkins,
chairman of the board of Metro Memphis Development
Corporation. From left are George Houston, Memphis
Chamber of Commerce; Charles T
chairman of

the board of National Business League; Anthony Stasi°,
assistant director of Small Business Administration; Robert Brown, special assistant to Presidees Richard M. Nixon; Dr. Dinkins, and Miss Carmen Murphy, House of Murphy Beauty Products and a director of National Business
League. (Withers Photo)

Registration for free and re- la junior high schools will alduced price lunches under the 90 be on the program.
National School Lunch P r o- "Our community is going to
gram began at Memphis Pub- be very sure that every child
lic Schools the week of Mon- in our school has lunch each
day, August 25 from 9 a.m. to
1 p.m. Volunteers working (11;ryellitlhsi•s )c?7c1r1;:irlInf:
'
s; 7°1 rlhae
through the Fund for Needy group, said. "We want all of
Schoolchildren will be on hand our children to be f e ci. We
to assist the parent or guar- have the means, the volunteers
dian with the application.
and the will to see that this is
This year for the first time, done.
"We urge parents
to apply! Twc persons were charged
can
Two
n
of the
Tipton C o u t
with murder last Saturday
for this assistance early
as black teachers who were fired
result
separate
of
slayings
hp
.
s
i°
n
,
a
at
that their children
after schools there were inte—"-- locations on Friday night withon the program when school
grated in 1968 havethdecid d
in five minutes of the other
opens." she said
against returning to e Tipton
and by neighbors.
Designed by Congress as a Johnny Lee Jones, 38, of 73ft County School System and will
program to improve the health,rate, was charged with thel.continue their teaching careers
State Representative J a mes i'
Louisville,
.
'
c
f all of
"
eric
"Sehcsgehil'!murder of a young neighbor 4/11
I. Rw.. lor was_skonof the pans* Ewen,
teachers as e Mrs. herThe
*IP* 14114111
"
1 -S r .
It . 1 William James Stewart, who
Asti
a program presented,Lunch Program has been 4.1
ml lived at 748 Tate.
tha S. Fayne and Mrs. Ann
last Sunday night by the Ken-existence since 1946.
Jones was begin sought by B. Weaver, who were amo n g
nedy Democrat Organization
"All Memphians should be officers when he walked into,those ordered reinstated by
at its headquarters at 943 Volaware that the program bene- the police station and surren- Federal District Judge Robert
letine ave.
M. Mc Rae.
fits every child in our city," dered.
Appearing with Mr. Taylor Mrs. Frances Coe, member of Stewart who was 20 was In a 1 et ter to Shannon D.
on the subject. "Know Your the Memphis Board of Educa- slain in -his apartment at 8:45 Faulkner, superintendent of the
Government," were Mrs. W. tion said. "Since 35 cents does p. m Friday night.
Tipton County School System,
Mrs. Fayne contrasted the
T. Fort, Mrs. Lucille Price and not cover the cost of the meall Mrs. Mary Alice Davis,
42. of
Charlie Morris. Also speaking each luncheon serve.d in our 321 Lucy, was killed at 8:40 Louisville public schools with
those in Tipton County and ofwere Dr. John E. Jordan and public schools is subsidized un- p. m. the same night, and
poNoah Bond.
der this program. For children1 lice arrested one of her neigh- fered him her resignation.
Mrs. Fayne said that the
More than 70 attended thei living in homes of limited in-1 bors, Calvin E. Sims, 43, of
meeting. Refreshments werel come, there is extra help avail- 125 Lucy and charged him with three years that she had worked in Louisville had been the
served later.
able," she said.
,her murder.
most enjoyable of the 36 years
she had taught, and that she
felt that her services were more ' MRS. BERTHA FM/NE
appreciated in Kentucky.
After comparing her present dependent School Syst e m is
job with the one in Tennessee, wonderful. It has helped m e
she wrote: "The Louisville Inmuch in teaching both Negro
and white girls and boys. It
goes about trying to make it a
pleasure for all persons to work
in its system, and convenient
for all races. There is no respect of persons, and teachers
aren't misused because they go
along with others who fight for
their rights, nor because the
teachers fight for their rights."
can't
Mrs. Fayne added:
Miss Edith Hammond, an truthfully say that I enjoyed
international representative of my thirty-three years of teachthe American Federation of ing in Tipton County with the
State. County and Municipal Board of Education, supervisor
Employees of New York City, and some principals.
was
Monday "But I must say that I enjoyarrested
on
afternoon while
distributing ed working with the Negro chilhandbills in the corridor of St. dren and their parents. It was
Joseph's Hospital.
a pleasure working with them
Miss Hammond was charded and seeing them make progress
with disorderly conduct and re- with what they got in comparisisting arrest.
son with what was provided for
Police were said to have the white children."
Mrs. Fayne said that she hopdragged Miss Hammond from
-the hospital, bruising her arms.
arms.
Miss Hammond was released
after bond of $77.00 was posted
for her.

Two Are Slain
By Neighbors

Despite pleas from the black i The Rev. Mr. Hobson said
community that some black i that at one time there were
principals be retained in the black principals all over Dyer
Dyer County School System, the County, but the number was
community will begin the new reduced down to only two last
school year with white princi- year. They were J. C Owens.
pals in all of the schools.
principal of Bryce Elementary
"So we don't have any black School, and F. A. Rhoses, who
leadership at all in the Dyers- was principal of Dyer County
burg area," said the Rev. Wil- Central.
liams Hobson, minister of the
Pilgrim Rest Baptist Church Since school closed in t h•
on Monday during a trip into spring, Mr. Owens was employMemphis with two other Dyers- ed as a teacher in the Univerburg to obtain legal counsel in sity of Tennessee Mart in
Branch and Mr. Rhodes dethe matter.
With him were Charles Mc- moted to the rank of teacher
Cright, director and owner of and transferred to the Hollice
McCright's Funeral Home, and Powell Elementary School. and
Sam Hames, a concerned citi- the board of education there
claims it is fulfilling all of the
zen.
requirements for eligibility for
Watching black teachers being replaced by whites in a Federal funds.
school system which is 40 per "The people there are all upicent black resulting in a rising set," he said. "Children are losmilitancy among the young ing respect for their elders, and
lacks, Rev. Hobson said, and if something isn't done immedthe young people are thinking iately something is likely to
about taking matters in their happen. It's a powder keg situaown hands there
tion."

New TrialOrRelease
Ordered ForPrisoner

Ex-Tipton Teachers Turn Down
Chance To Get Back Old Jobs

1<DO Sponsors
A Panel Talk

A

A prisoner who was convicted in the robbery of a savings
land loan company more than
three years ago has been ordered released or retried because his rights were violated.
made by Feded to be of service to Tipton The ruling was
eral District Judge Ba iley
County in the future.
involving LeonIn contrast to the primitive Brown in a case
situations in Tipton County, ard Thomas King.
Mrs. Fayne said the Louisville Judge Brown ruled that Mr.
schools have central heating. King was not properly advised
air conditioning, carpet cover- of his rights before mak i n g
ed floors, draperies and every statements to police following
convenience needed for schools, his arrest and that oral stateand they only have to spend six ments by two co-defend a nts
and a half hours at the school. against him were a further vioand the half hour is spent in lation of his rights.
any way the teacher wishes.
Mr. King told the T r i-State

Defender that on March 23,
1966, two young men asked him
to carry them to a location a
block from the County Savings
and Loan Company at 1911 S.
Lauderdale st., and that a few
minutes later they came back
running with the loot and a pistol and ordered him to drive
away.
He said that as he was driving away from the scene, the
police were rushing to the robbery scene and watching ail
cars going in the opposite direction, and that he saw the officers take note of the car he
was driving.

Mr. King said that he was
not a part of the scheme, but
since he was on probation from
o similar case in California and
knew that a violation of his parole would mean that he would
have to serve the rest of his
sentence in California if convicted here, he attempted to
get away.
The 23rd Annual Session of The dinner will climax a Later, he was arrested in a
the State Conference of the year's drive for NAACP Life housing project when officers
NAACP branches of Tennessee Memberships in the Memphis found him hiding under a bed.
h
will be held in Memphis Sept. area.
He said that later in court, at
25-27. The announcement was The final day of the three- the urging of the prosecutor
made this week by Miss Hazel day session will be devoted to and on testimony of the young
M. Land, state field director. regular and business sessions. men who were actually responThe opening address will be The Sheraton-Peabody willi sible for the robbery, he was
given Thursday night, Sept. 25, serve as the convention site. made to look like the man who
had planned the crime a n d
at Pentecostal Temple Church
made to appear as such a viof God in Christ, and the keycious and hardened criminal
note speaker will be the Rev.
that he experienced some fright
J. C. Hope of Brusnwick, Ga.
when he realized that he was
The meeting will serve as the
the man being described.
Memphis
the
kick-off for
After the two others involved
NAACP Branch's Fall Memin
the case pleaded guilty and
bership Drive.
Lealoyne-Owen C olleg e, were sentenced to 10 years in
Music will be furnished by the classes for the all semester prison, they
sent letters back
mass choir of Pentecostal Tem- will begin Tuesday morning. attempting
to exonerate Mr.
ple.
Sept. 2.
King.
A Freedom Awards Dinner Registration continues this He said that efforts w ere
will be beld on Friday night, week with sophomores regis- made- to get him to accept a
Sept. 26, at 7:30 p m at the tering Thursday morning, ju- guilty plea and a 10-year senSheraton-Peabody Hotel with niors Thursday afternoon, se- tence, but when he declined the
Gloster Current, national di- niors Friday m orning and offer the prosecutor said, "All
rector of the NAACP Branches, transfer and unclassified stu- right then. I'll see that they
as the featured speaker.
dents Friday afternoon,
hang you."
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NAACP State Conference

Ail To Be Help In Memphis

Union Worker
Is Arrested
At Hospital

LeMoyne To Open
For Fall Term

Bishop Leads
Delegation
To Convocation
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BIG BATTISMAL SERVICE — More than
Ise persons err' baptized last Saturday.
afternoon In the CMS', Publishing Howie and'Whim following morning services at the
Big Bible Tent at 075 E. McLemore, and
seen here conducting the rite are E•ange.

4

lists J. M. Doggett, and C. B Rock, Fain'
lies were baptized together, and another
haptisnfal service is scheduled for neat
Saturday afternoon. Services at the Rig
Bible Tent are continahig into the eighth
week. (Withers Photo)

,•
•

I- DI III

HAMMOND

Bishop James A. Howell,
overseer of the Central Diocese
of the Church of God in Christ,
International. led a delegation
from Tennessee to the first
annual convocation of COGIC,
International, in Kansas City,
Mo.
The Convocation is being
held Aug 25-31 at the Hotel
Muehlebach with Senior Bishop
D. C. Williams of Evanston,
presiding.
Bishop Williams was in Memphis rec est 1 y to consecrate
Bishop Howell to the office of
bishop.
Bishop Howell I R minister
of the Faith Temple Church of
God in Christ.

•

•111•••••••

%
COMING FOR CONCERT — Miss Mahone
Jackson, seen here with her accompanist,
will he preeested in concert at at the Mid
South Csillseem this %nodal, sight, Aug.
M. at 7:30 p.m.. tor the benefit el the Iii
erview Kansas Communitv and Day Care

Center at Nu Florida qt. Also appearing
will be me %ekes of Thunder, an fle-voice
male chores of the Greater Mount Moriah
Baptist Church Is Detroit. Tickets for the
emit-est are as sale at Goidsmith's and all
Naha. Jackson sten.%
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Tennessee, State Gives
Dates For Registration
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Bay Area Factory Young Sophisticates
Workers Pay
Are Helping Others
Hits Top Level

See Split Between Nixon
NAACP On Mississippi

The Young Sophisticges, a the Young Sophisticates preNASHVILLE — Tennessee and school receptions for fresh'
.Sunday,
club for girls ranging in sented a fashion show and
charm
students
new
and
men
g
n
ki
a
m
is
University
State
..ges from eight to 15, has been tea at the Nite-Nite Club.
ready to receive freshmen September 21. Classes begin
to learn charm, The narrator was Miss Laura
and other new students Mon- Monday, September 22.
SAN FRANCISCO — Bay organized
and to help those Elder, and featured model was
togetherness
—
upwhile
earned
15,
day, September
Area factory workers
than themselves. Otis R. Elder III of New York
fortunate
less
—
•
.
perclassmen report Wednesday,
more on the average this June
time, and the As their first project, the City.
September 17, according t o
prior
any
at
than
JACKSON, Miss. — (UPI) — The federal experts, tequired more time than was origi- workweek was shorter than a girls selected the St. Jude Chil- The club is soliciting repairaDean of Faculty William N
for redistribution
and the NAACP Legal Defense nally granted the school districts.
government
year ago. This report was is- dren's Fund, to which they do- ble clothing
Jackson.
nated $108. This went to MAP- to the needy.
Jnd Education Fund have broken their long
Weinberger,
Peter
by
sued
testiofficials
HEW
Justice Department and
South's Nutritional Program Girls interested in joining
In preparation for the re
standing friendship because of an effort by the
fied Monday that More time was needed to im- director of the Department of which is conducted at the St. the Sophisticates should call
ception of freshmen and ne‘%
Nixon Administration to give Mississippi school
plement desegregation in the 33 school districts. Industrial Relations.
Jude's Children's Hospital to Mrs. Delores Jones at 947-4852
students, according to Dr. J
officials more time to implement new desegre-At a record $4.03 per hour, help children suffering from after 6 p.m. Those who wish
gation plans.
A. Payne. Jr., Dean of Student
to donate old clothing may call
June earnings were up by 21 malnutrition.
Affairs, student leaders w ill
"The government's decision in seeking to deIn order to raise the money, the same number.
cents over the year.
begin reporting Sunday, Seplay the implementation of school desegregation
tember 7, when officers of As
report meeting in has ended an association that is very long in
sociated Women Students will The final
LeMoyne- duration," said Melvin R. Leventhal. "We will
open their three-day workshop. the current phase of
Owen College's $1,608.000 De- fight their move vigorously."
On Wednesday, September: velopment Fund will be held at
The showdown came in U.S. District Court
11. members of the Student 12:15 this Thursday, Aug. 28, in
Council. Univerty Counselors, the Kingston Room of Holid a y here Monthly during a hearing for the benefit
of the U.S. Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals. The
and the Men's and Women's Inn-Rivermont.
government has asked the courts to delay "terSenates will go into the annual; The college is expected to re- minal desegregation" of 22 Mississippi schooi
TENNESSEE PIT 8AR.8-0
leadership r e treat-conference sume the drive among business districts until Dec. 1.
and industrial firms the latter
at Camp Dogwood.
part of November at the close
I evonquil and Reuh.n Anderson. both leBurial, services were held in Pittsburgh,
Opening activities opening of the annual SUN campaign.
gal defense attorneys, were denied several at- Pa. Monday for Mrs. Alma Polk, formerly diDethe
of
Division
Alumni
The
the 1969-1970 school year will
velopment Fund will continue tempts to file motions opposing the delay and rector of the Young Peoples Missionary Deinclude: meeting of new facul- to operate through September,
partment of the AME Church.
make the government a party in their cases.
ty and the University Banquet October and November.
Mrs. Polk, widow of the late Lonnie C. Polk
"The United States for the first time has I
on September 11; general, Directors of the fund are 'urgrepre- died Friday in Pittsburgh. A native of Jocksonto
seeks
longer
no
it
that
demonstrated
school, and departmental facul- ing an all-out effort this week
ville, Fla., she attended Edward Waters Col..
ty meetings and President's since only 66.6 percent of the sent the rights of Negro children,- said Lev- lege, Florida Normal College, Industrial InstiLAUNDRY
LOEB'S, CLEANING
-J OEBS_
tute in Florida and the University of Pitts11 in••11
COUPON ••11;
Reception for New Faculty on total amount has been pledged. enthal.
COUPON •••;
--.•
•— '
•Fil el."
111
II
The amount reported to date
burgh.
t
w
freshman-n
e
September 12;
"The case will now be sent to the appeals
s,_2
is 51,072.131.25. Alumni have
•
E
0
SWEATERS
SHIRTS
-.
student convocation, Septem- pledged about $17,000 of this court in New Orleans and we will fight it vig-1
An ardent church worker, Mrs. Polk came
rn .m a ti z
SKIRTS PANTS
0 •
CI
...,•‘ ?.-- IDES-LAUNDERED
- •
ber 15: and vesper services amount.
ornusly." I.eventhal said. "We will also ask the up through the ranks of the AME Church to
I•
re ,. LOEB CLEANED
;u
head the connectional Young Peoples' Missiontt,
Ill
•
E
nn
SUITS,
DRESSES
court for an oral hearing."
m
4 SHIRTS
COATS
0 •
II •a -t o
0
ary Department where she served for many
V I alah, U
LOEB CLEANED
LOEB-LAUNDERED
g
g ••cg -'
Leventhal said he expected the case to years.
-,-•'
Ii3
c.
•
'
THIS
WITH
COUPON
••
THIS COUPON
wiTH
•
come up later this week in New Orleans.
••1111•1111••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••Mi
11,1111fd11•111111••
General
AME
She was a member of the
Judges Dan M. Russell, Jr.,-and Walter L. al Conference from 1940 to 1964, at which time
Nixon Jr., of the southern Mississippi district, she was appointed director of public relations
BAR-B-Q
TOEITS CLEANING
Tuesday were preparing a report on testimony for the AME Church.
-s••
COUPON•••k:
In 14
KT
•Il
I
"
'
/UMW
COUPONi••
taken during a daylong hearing Monday f o r
•
•
PI
supervisor
named
was
Polk
Mrs.
1945,
In
submission to the appeals court. The final deI
2 SKIRTS, PANTS OR
=. •
-z
•46
r•
cision on the proposed delay will be made by of the Young Peoples' department and two i
SWEATERS
Buy one $1.85 Loeb 6-pack—
•
o
•
2
.1
:(.
•
PeoLOEB-CLEANED
years later, she organized the first Young
Get one 500 pt. Loeb BBQ Beans . II
the
111 CI) ..! t.,
E
Ig'.
•
2 DRESSES, SUITS OR
ples' Quadrennial held in New Orleans, La.
IN i3 1
COATS
covurti.s granted, it will apparently
Iaf pthealsdela
•5:g
,- .
LOEB-CLEANED
During her rich career as a missionary,
• ES
I permit all the schools involved to open 1969'
WITH THIS COUPON
.
•
•
WITH THIS COUPON
II z
two
girls
1955
African
in
Polk
Mrs.
adopted
70 sessions under the freedom of choice or othIIIIIIIIIIIMM•••••1111•11•11111••••1111 1111,11111I•1111••■••••111111••1111•11
er plans under which the schools operated last whom she raised until their womanhood.
I
/
year.
Hundreds of young people flocked to her
/
Sec:etary Robert Finch of the Department side wherever she attended AME church meet- I
. 1
4
many
establishing
for
was
responsible
I
of Health. Education and Welfare made t h e ings. She
delay proposal in a letter dated Aug. 19 to trends to offer incentive and inspiration to AME
Judge Harold Cox, senior judge of the southern youth.

Final Report Due
On Development

Fund On Thursday

AME Ch urchwoman,
Mrs. Alma Polk, Is

LOEB'S

Buried In Pittsburgh

Coupons Redeemable
at all 147 Loeb Drive-ins!
x
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district.
Finch expressed his belief that the massive
reorganization job necessary for implementation of the desegregation programs, made up
for the districts by teams of HEW educational

Leaders of the AME church throughout the I
•
Conference from 1940 to 1964, at which time
Polk's death, saying "The loss of such a fine V
and dedicated churchwoman leaves a void but
her memory shall linger always."

Young Lawyer Visits
Relatives At Bolivar

U. S.
Government
figures show
Pall Mall
Menthol 100's
lbwer in
"tar" than
the bestselling
menthol
king

6

Pall Mall
Menthol100t.
0(141 drn..,an

a y,

BIDDING EXTENSION
The Memphis Housing Authority hereby officially
po s tp on es until 10 a.m., September 9, 1969, the
opening of bids for the installation of Fashion
Fronts and installation of washing machine connections in kitchens in William H. Foote Homes
Public Housing Development (Tenn. 1-2R) in order
that certain changes may be made in plans ond specifications and prospective bidders may have the
necessary time to consider the changes. An addendum so the previously distributed specifications
may be obtained from the MODERNIZATION ENGINEER, Memphis Housing Authority, 700 Adams,
Memphis, Tennessee, between the hours of 8 a.m.
end 4:30 p.m., Mondays through Fridays.
MEMPHIS HOUSING AUTHORITY
Orellft Lodbettm
Secretary

BOLIVAR — A recent visitor Howard University School of
in the home of Mrs. Elizabeth Law in June. He attended the
W. Lake and Mrs. Alfreeda Grambling College laboratory
E. Lake, 308, N. Union Street, schools and was valedicatorian
was their grandson and of Grambling High School in
nephew, Ernest Lake Jones of 1962. He enrolled in the Howard
program,
Grambling, Louisiana .
honors
University
in
B.S.
receiving
the
degree
Mr. Jones, who spent his
psychology in 1966.
early years here with his parThe Grambling youth was
ents, the former Arlynne Lake
employed in the Battle Creek,
and Ernest Jones, was enroute Mich. Legal Services Office
to begin working in the New last summer and obtained two
Orleans Legal Services Office years
of Law Review experon September 1 as a Reginald
ie.nces at Howard.
Heber Smith Community Law- The
Fellowship Program in
yer Fellow. He had just comhe is participatig is'
which
pleted a month-long training
sponsored
by the University of I
seminar at the University of
Pennsylvania and University
Pennsylvania.
of Michigan law schools and
Mr. Jones was recipient of a the U. S. Office of Economic
juris doctorate degree from the Opportunity.

SEE
TOMMY
GRANT
HE WILL SAVE YOU
REAL MONEY ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
(If he can't he doesn't
deserve your business)
Here is one of th• outstandingoutomobile salresmen
In th• Memphis area. Noturally, he's at Union Chevrolet. Tommy Grant is ready to show you an outstanding selection of fine new and used cars and trucks.
H. can be of great help in assisting and advising
you pn financing. See Tommy Grant... Make a No. I
Buy on America's No. 1 Car — Chevrolet• at Union.

UNION
2200 LAMAR
324-3671

„...., are owned 100%1
by William "Bill" Loeb
I

I

/

SOUTHGATE SHOPPI
CENTERNG
1901 SO, THIRD ST.

•Aetes Of FREE PARKING.

OPEN

EVERT PCGMT

Pre THURS-FRI-SAT — AUGUST 28-29-30

Get Free Chances Now
In Southgate Stores To Win....

$5.00 Dollars
Every 5 Minutes
For 5 Hours
SAT. AUG. 30 • 12 TO 5 P.M.
WINNING NUMBERS WILL BE POSTED
UNTIL 8:00 P.M. SATURDAY NIGHT
-ADULTS ONLY-
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an aunt., Mrs. Rachel Patin°,
' Nashville; nieces, Miss Paula ft
Jarrett, Mrs Elaine Gunter
B000w, Miss Pamela Gunter
and Miss Margo Gunter; mother-in-law. Mrs. Rebecc In
Crawford; brothers-in-law, Joh n
T. Williams, Dr. Thomas D
Samuel H. Johnson of AllanA senior student at Trezev anti
Jarrett; William, Robert,
Now Showing!!
ta, has been named the Direcus, Eugene, and Ray Crawford; , High School, Miss Polly Anal
MEMPHIS RUNII
FIRST
tor of the new Southeastern
ford, who assisted hitt) in the sister-in-law, Dr Pearl J. Johnson, has been selected tol
NASHVILLE — Thousands of
gional Office of the Nati
Midthe
in
area
her
represent
"REMARKABLE!
Gunter's Photographic Studio Gunter; and a cousin, Mrs.'
citizens of all colors and from
Scholarship Service and Fund
Revue
Talent
South
president-Murray.
was
Patillo
he
Ewania
which
TERRIFYING
of
I
last
their
all walks of life paid
for Negro Students (NSSFNS).:
is the daughter of Mr.1
survives.
She
Jr.,
She
Gunter,
William
to
AND
respects
The announcement of the openand Mrs. Felts Johnson. Jr.. ofl
A rosarian, who loved to grow
photographer and mortician,
THRILLING!" "
ing of the new regional office
4220 Beacon Hill st.
other flowers as well, Mr. Gunburied here last week
and the appointment of its dimember of
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BLENDED WHISKEY • 86 PROOF • 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPiRITS 01969 CALVERT DIST, CO., LOUISVILLE, KY.

It's not
pushy.

its amazing
the pictures it takes.
The amazing thing is how such a small,
uncomplicated camera can take such great pictures.
You simply drop in a film cartridge No focusing,
no figuring, no settings of any kind. And you get
good, sharp color snapshots or color slides. Need
more light7 Just pop on a flashcube.
For less than $22, you get the Kodak Instamatic
124 camera in an outfit with flashcube, wrist strap,
batteries, and Kodak film for color snapshots
Kodak film—it does make a difference.

Watch out,though,for its easy-talking ways.
Soft Whiskey could soft sell you into forgetting that it 86 proof.

The new Kodak Instamatecameras.From less than$10.
Pnces subject to change without notice

Calvert Extra,The Soft Whiskey
,
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Ask Strict Enforcement
Of 15 MPH Near Schools
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rear
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State Safety Commissioner children are now back in their
be
Greg O'Rear has called for classrooms, and others will
in a
strict enforcement of the 15 returning to their studies
m.p.h. speed zones around few weeks.
schools.
The Commissioner ordered
Commissioner O'Rear said radar units to be used extensome of Tennessee's scboo) sively at school zones and also
ordered State Troopers to be on
the lookout for hazardotia driving around school buses. He
said the Troopers will be boarding the buses in search for the
motorists who fail to stop for
the school buses when loading
or unloading children.
Commissioner O'Rear said it
is imperative that the safety
of the half-million children riding these buses each school
members
The officers and
Congregational. day should be on the mind of
of Seco rid
in the every motorist.
gather
Church will
church sanctuary for a Fare- Special attention should also
well Program for their pastor, be given to the children walkthe Rev. John Charles Mickle, ing or riding bicycles to and
and his family on Saturday, from school.
Aug. 30, at 7 p.m.
The Commissioner also urged
On Sept. 1, 1969 Mr. :stickle parents to teach their children
and his family leave Memphis the proper way to use our
for Detroit, Mich., where he streets and how to board and
becomes co-pastor of Mayflow- exit the school buses safely. He
er Congregational Church.
said it is most important to
Mrs. Mary A. McWilliams is stress safety to these younggeneral chairman, Eugene C. sters now so they will continue
Moore, Jr., is chairman of to think safety as they grow
the deacon board, and Dr. Al older. A few minutes spent
vin K. Smith is chairman of, now for safety could prevent a
lifetime of sorrow.
the trustee board.
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To Say Goodbye
To The Mickles
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AC STION BIBLE SCHOOL — These youngsters were
among those who attended the Vacation Bible School held
at the Alcy Seventh Day Adventist Church at 1325 Ales
rd. this summer, and they are seen here with the direc-

College Entrance Exam
Board Picks Dr. Wright

OES Chapter
Sponsors
Fashion Show

Rites For TSU Music
Teacher Held In Va.

LYNCHBURG, Va. — Mrs. caused her to take an extended
Wilhelmena Reed Taylor, as- leave from her work last June
Dr. Stephen J. Wright, for-,assume a vice-presidential re- The Crystal Ballroom of the sistant professor of music at Recurring illness hospitalized
mer president of Fisk Univer-Isponsibility and will become - Chisca Plaza Hotel was the set- Tennessee State
University, her in Nashville, Tenn . and
sity, and president of the i rector of the Board's office in ting for a beautiful f a shion Nashville, was buried here, took her to Washington, D. C ,
United Negro College Fund for Washington, D. C.
, with one of her sisters, Mrs
show on Aug. 5 which was last week.
the past three years, has been. Dr. Wright received his BS sponsored by the Ways a n d A member of the Tennessee Benjamin Smith, where she
named to the staff of the Col- from Hampton Institute, an Means Committee of Excelsior State faculty for 20 year s, passed July 31
Examination M.A. from Howard University, Grand Chapter of the Order
Entrance
lege
Mrs. Taylor's failing health
The daughter of the late Dr.
Board as consultant to the pre- and his Ph.D. from New York of the Eastern Star.
and Mrs. William Benjamin
sident. He will assume his new University. After four years as As a grand prize, a five-piece
Reed and granddaughter of
post at the end of this month. a high school teacher and prin- silver tea service was given
late Mr. and Mrs. Phillip'
the
Dr. Wright has had a long cipal in Centreville and Upper away.
Chambars of LynchBolling
Dr.
d,
Marylan
Soloists for the evening were
career in the field of educa- Marlboro,
and Mr. and Mrs.
Va.
burg,
pro- Mrs. Lillie MHarp,
Mr
ae
tion, beginning with his firstj Wright became assistant
Allen Reed of Eufaula, Ala.,
of
professor
later
and
fessor
Is
Joan Williams. Mrs. Beatrice
years as teacher and high
Mrs. Taylor was born in NewCarolina Pendergrass and Mrs. Susie,
school principal in Maryland, education at North
Rhode Island.
port,
Caro- Smith.
and leading to the presidency College, Durham, North
lina.
She graduated from Dunbar
Models were seen in fashionsi
i
of Bluefield (W. Va.) State
High in Lynchburg, received
College and of Fisk University From 1944 to 1953 he served ranging from loungewear to l
Hamilton Smythe III, the bachelor of arts degree
in Nashville. In 1966, he went on the faculty of Hampton In- formal gowns. The guest mo- W
to New York to head the stitute, Hampton, Virginia, as, del was Mrs. Marion Thomas, president of the Children's from Hampton Institute, and
United Negro College F u n d, professor of education and who concluded the show by. Bureau, Inc , this week an- the master of arts degree from
Inc.
dean of faculty. From 1953-57 modeling a long black evening' nounced the appointment of New York University where
During 1969-70, Dr. Wright he was president of Bluefieldi modeling a long black evening Mrs. Ural Williams as medical she did further study.
will serve as consultant to the State College in West Virginia,'coat with a mink collar over,aide at the child care agency. ' Final rites were held at her
president, with special concern; and went to Fisk University as silver lame pants, which was' Mrs. Williams will begin em- request, at the Community Fufor investigating problems of president in 1957; he remained topped with a black lace gown. ployment Sept. 2. 1969.
neral Home, Lynchburg, Meraccess to higher education for .at Fisk until 1966, when he was Proceeds from the affair "This will mark one of the
Thornhill, Jr., in charge
rill
e
h
t
will be used to award scholar- very few times," Mr. Smythe
minority-poverty students. Be- selected as president of
was here.
ships to deserving young peo- commented, "that a husband Interment
ginning in 1970, Mr. Wright will'United Negro College Fund.
ple.
has prepared the way for his- Her brother-in-law, Colonel
Mrs. Rosetta N. Smith was wife to join him on his job." John W. Handy, Jr., chaplain,
general chairman, and Mrs. Mr. Williams is employed as a officiated at the services. In
Mattie Morris co-chairman.
counselor at the Children's lieu of flowers, the family
asked that gifts be made to
Bureau.
Mrs. Williams attended pub- the American Diabetic Assolic schools in Jackson, Miss., ciation, 18 E. 48th at., N.Y.C.,
and is a graduate of Tougaloo 10017.
College. She has been employ- A member of Holy Trinity
ed as a social worker with Episcopal Church in Nashville,
the Memphis Housing Authori- she is survived by two sisters:
ty.
Mrs. John (this) Handy of
Chapel AME Church Salem-Gilfield Baptist Church
Ward
Children's Bureau, an agen- Hampton, Va., and Mrs. BenThe Master Barbers, Chapat 1125 S. Parkway East willi will present 42 members of the ter 691 is having then- annual cy of Shelby United Neighbors, jamin (Julia) Smith of Washcelebrate Margerite Cox Day church in its 13th annual tea Tea and Fashion Show at 793 provides care and treatment ington, D. C.; two nieces, Mrs.
on Sunday, Aug. 31, and will, and fashion show in the- Student Vollentine Sunday, August 31 services to emotionally disturbHarriette Reid, Indianapolis,
honor one of its most faithful Center of LeMoyne-Owen Col- at 5:00 p.m. All members are ed children under 10 years of
and Miss Rosemary
beginInd.,
31,
Aug.
Sunday.
lege on
members.
age, in their own homes, foster
asked to be present.
p.m.
4
at
ning
Washington, D. C.; an
Smith,
for
pianist
been
has
Mrs. Cox
T. Herbert King is executive homes and in agency group
aunt and several cousins.
Ward Chapel for some 20 years The theme of the show will secretary.
homes.
and is president of the Golden be "Moon Walk '69," presentLink Club, teaches in the Sun- ing out-of-this world fashions:
day School and a Conference All of the women captains
Branch Missionary officer of will be dressed for a walk on
the West Tennessee Confer- the moon. Mrs. Artie Williams
ence. She is a teacher at the Is chairman of the fashion
Georgia Elementary School. show.
She just recently returned Mr. Judy Eiland will be the
from Louisville, Ky.. where she featured model, and some of
served as one of the instruc- the best dressed models of
Memphis will also participate.
tors at the Youth Congress.
Ward Chapel and its minis- Miss Eunice Carruthers will be'
ter, the Rev. R. L. McRae, narrator.
invites all of Mrs. Cox:s friends The public is invited to attend
to the program to be held on the affair from 4 to 8 p.m. Door
Aug. 31 at 4 p.m.
prises will be awarded.
Mrs. Ethel Coperland is Mrs. Lizzie Brown is chair
chairman of the program hon- man. The Rev. A. L. McCari,; ,
is minister.
oring Mrs. Cox.

Medical Aide
Appointed
For Agency

Margerite Cox Church Women
Day Is Planned Will Present
At Church Here Fashion Show

Barbers Plan

Fashion Show

WARNING

TO TAXPAYERS
1969 CITY TAXES
Will Be Delinquent After September 2, 1969
After September 2, 1969, unpaid City of Memphis taxes will.bear interest and in addition a penalty of one-half (A) of one percent (l)a
month. Taxes may be paid at my office until October, 1, 1969, when
lists will be delivered to officers for collection at the cost of the taxpayers.

MOM

TWO BEST PEACES TO OFT—
MORE CAI FIR YOUR MONEY!

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

seen here following a program which concluded the ‘aca•
tion Bible School, which ran for two weeks. Elder J. M.
Doggette is the pastor of the church. (McChriston Photo)

tor. teachers and pianist. At left are Miss Juanita Hugghis,
director; and Miss Patricia Hendree, teacher; and at extreme right, standing, are Linda Doggette, pianist, a u d
Garfield Powell, one of the instructors. The children are

City of Memphis taxes become delinquent on September 2, 1969. It is
provided by Section 1574 of the Code of Tennessee that all taxes remaining, delinquent thirty (30) days shall be immediately collected
by distress warrants, garnishments and sale of any personal property
liable therefor.

JOHN E. LEE,
Treasurer City of Memphis
125 Nert14 MO?' Str•itt
Run, 301, City P1•11

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
TAILORS
CUSTOM

Buy U. S.
Savings
Bonds

H
INC.

248 Vance Ave.

•

JA 7-9320

Memphis, Tomo'
"YOUR Company Makes Whet Yee Ask he And
Clartoo Whet You Think or

.

\ \\

278-7200

I/ e

The Oldest and Most Reliable TV and Stereo Rental

CALL TODAY

RENTAL, INC

1

RENT A TVfromor STEREO

WHEN YOU

Limited Quantity

*CLIP BOARD
*TABLET
*PENCILS

• No Deposit
• FREE SERVICE
• No Credit Needed
• Not Obliged To Buy
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$87,000,

Ossie Davis, iL) giv..s proper direction to
Jim Shaw (who portrays an undertaker).
Show;ng him how to stroll onto the street
during the opening chase se quence in,
"Cotton Comes To liarlem." The scene
catches Shaw, first, in street clothes - thew
back to the shootout • then back to Shaw in
his undertaker outfit, which means he has
now prepared himself for any oncoming
business. Ossie Davis is direc ting the
screen version of the Chester Hines novel.
"Cotton Comes To Harlem," for release
thrn United Artists. "Colton" stars Godfrey
Cambridge and Raymond St. Jacques as
two Harlon -based police detectives involvoriginally
ed in a zany search for
collected by (con-man) 1Deke O'M alley
Calvin Lockhart) and stolen by an unnamed force, lost and concealed In a bale of
cotton. Produced by Samuel Goldwyn Jr.,
in Color, "Cotton Comes To Harlem" will
be shot almost in it's entirety, on location
in Harlem.

Mabel (Carole Lamond) and
young Newt Winger (Kyle
Johnson) leave a stone slaughter house where they have taken shelter from a cyclone in a
scene from Warner Bros--Seven. Arts' "The Learning Tree"

"There
Lonnie Elder HI, breaks the brothers might be,
seemest right,
through the jungles of Harlem's is a way that
thereof is death".
ghetto and rises from that place but the end
it is then, that
beautiful
How
one
become
in the darkness to
provide us with
of America's most brilliant and the author can
the world
ignificant authors in the grow- an in-depth picture of
terrelive
us
make
know,
we
playblack
of
tion
ing constella
with poetic
wrights. His first drama, "Cere- rifying experiences
tense drama
monies In Dark Old Men," sensitivity as the
unfolds
Ravinia
at
featured
currently
Ward in the role of the FaFestival is taken from the ferlaments
tile soil of "the black ex- ther, Russell Parker,
the fact that his wife worked
perience."
herself to death after he
This comprehensive and poignot earn a living as a
could
nant drama conceived from the
abarber,
softshoe dancer. As
Afro
of
ways
ary
rudiment
not provide for his
could
he
heart
the
Americans and set in
ismily and there were few
of Harlem, moves precisely jobs available for black men,
through the very soul of an op- so he idles his time away playpressed people Without affecta- ing checkers with his friend,
tion, the drama breathes with Mr. Jenkins, portrayed by Joe
pathos, sensualism, religion, Fields. He tries to relive his
pride, the lackadaisicad man- life through stories of success,
ner of merely existing, the but they aare all old and
child-like expectations of becom- stale. No one listens and he
ing equal, the struggles and
can't even win a game of checksacrifices made to transform
ers.
dreams into realities.
Bette Howard as his daughFrom these facets of Negro
life Elder brings to the stage, ter, Adele is the bread winner
the "naked truth" in a tense and "boss" of the house. His
and perceptive manner, as he sons are not shiftless as many
eloquently delivers a personal would expect, but they have
"sense of life" and a "sense nothing to motivate them. Anof identity" in modern slang tonio Fargas as Theo and Richard Mason as Bobby are motiand colloquial usages
It became spparent that vated into a business venture,
and selling "moonshine" and "stuff'
black
individual
each
white, felt the strange fasci- by Blue Haven. "a real smooth
nation that in some way he cat" performed by Carl Lee.
Pop Parker endeavors to hold
could relate to one or more
characters in the drama. Here- on to his religious faith, but the
in lies the true greatness of desire to be a real man, leads
Elder's creative genius. The him to think that this endeavor
author has taken the emotional might be the stairway to his
reactions, the attitudes and pas- long dream. He gives consent.
sions and by perceptively mold- They become successful and
ing these aspects with shrewd Pop lives it up by getting himimagination, has achieved a self a young "girlfriend".
Their success consumed them,
continuity of thought and has
arranged emotional reactions Adele changed her ways, beinto a dramatic portrayal of came the friend of a notorious
rhythmic entity in tone and individual. It was too late when
the
mood. Within this architectural tile elder brother realized
design and mode, there remains folly of his decision after Bobby
throughout the drama an earthy was shot during a robbery.
The New York cast gave an
simplicity. In this fashion,
"Ceremonies In Dark Old Men,' exciting performance and used
becomes a realistic semblance realistic mannerism to
size the comic structure during
of life.
first act. One could feel
the
is
enore.
Elder
Furtherm
dowed with an innate ability to the vitality, the spontaneity
provide his acrid criticism of as they played the great game
society with judicious dialogue.. of chance.
Little by little, their flaring
It pricks their consciences in
manifestations
t r i vial
one moment, but in the next, and
illuminates their concept of the changed to deep sorrow as
black man's plight. And in each actor became a part of the
another sense, the message to Vaal dramatic situation.

Elder's Drama Depicts
The Black Experience
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CASUAL ELEGANCE
Liepa
wears a beige nylon pantsuit
overlaid with gold coins and a

NUDE LOOK —Lena wears a
concert gown of creme colored
nylon jersey designed by Bill
Belew. The gown is a bodice
of nude marquissette trimmed
with beaded fringe.
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Reflecting the unisex rage, Miss Horne and the
Claude Thompson (lancers, a six man troupe, are costumed in look alike black pantsuits.
It's the Indian look, with heavily fringed sleeves
giving the appearance of giant Aztec birds when
seen in silouette.
The men wear cuffed elephant pants while Miss
Home's pants are straight. Leather headbands and
belts complete
Indian
effect.
the
•
•
•
For the show's finale, Miss Horne wears an
elegant floor-length gown of shimmering creme-colored nylon jersey.
The bias-cut gown has an elaborate bodice of nude
marquissette lavishly trimmed with beaded fringe.
The ultimate testimonial to these youthful, freedom loving costumes comes frtr. Miss 1-11p herself, who was so thrilled with11heir elekle arid
comfort that she has had several of them duplicated
(Nfhor enInre fnr fotorn annonrunees.

• She wears a vest of gold coins, overlaid with a
turquoise and coral encrusted necklace.
•
•
•
Singing with the Honeycones, a young vocal
group, Miss Horne wears claret velvet pants topped
by a long aubergine sweater.
Inspired by the Spainsh gaucho and the gypsy,
accessories include a printed chiffon scarf with lavender fringe, a chain belt, and gold circle earrings.
The Honeycones are dressed in pantsuits and
mini-dresses made of slithering hot pink nylon jersey.
The youthful costumes are trimmed in braid, embroidered ribbon, and gold chains.

A feeling of casual elegance is reflected in the
sleek nylon pantsuit worn by Miss Horne when she
sings with O.C. Smith, popular young recording star.
'the suit has a jewel neck, wide sleeves and wide
legged pants that hang perfectly straight from the
hips.

Jet black buttons run up the side of the neck and
trim the four inch tight_ cuffs.

The fabric was pre-beaded, by machine, a technique that is gaining popularity in the garment trade.
Belew achieved a Russian Cossack look with a long
tunic with full see-through sleeves worn over a floor
length skirt.

For the opening sequence of her Monsanto Night
special, Belew designed a two-piece ensemble of glistening,. sequined black chiffon.

Miss Horne and designer Bill Belew selected fabrics made of Monsanto- Wear-Dated Blue "C" nylon
fibers for the costumes she will wear in her Monsanto
Night special and in upcoming supper-club engagements.

A mutually happy partnership was formed when
Monsanto, producers of extremely versatile man-made
fibers, became Miss Home's sponsor for her forthcoming television special.

"From a practical viewpoint, I appreciate costumes that travel well ... things I can pack in a suitcase and put right on and wear at my next engagement," she said.

"Elegant, supple fabrics are all-important," explained Miss Horne, who is, herself, the epitomy of
elegance. "Creative design is vital, but the fabric is
the essence of a costume that really works.

When Lena Horne sings, she becomes totally involved in her music, oblivious to all else. She likes
to immerse herself completely in her performance,
confident that she will look lovely and that her costumes will "perform" equally well.

Eashions that move with grace and ease — both
on the body and in the suitcase — are the choice of
Lena Horne, who vill star in her first American television network special, "Monsanto Night Presents
Lena Horne," Wednesday, Sept. 10, 9-10 p.m. in color
on NBC, channel 5.

Lena's Choice--Fashions With Grace,Ease

WM( 5
TV
HIGHLIGHTS
When
one
thinks
Of
Harlem,
many
thoughts
immediately come to mind: Black people, slums, jazz,
Soulfood, and militant organizations. Ossie Davis and Sam Goldwyn
Jr. had
other thoughts in mind. Thoughts of an exciting people,
a
hidden aoura of beauty and a location for their newest project.
"Cotton Comes To Harlem." Taken from the novel
written by
Chester Himes, "Cotton Comes To Harlem" under Ossie
Davis's Direction, the film will deal with the spoofy accounts of
two Harlem based (James Bond like) detectives,
Ed Coffin
Johnson and Grave
Digger
Jones,
Godfrey
Cambridge
and Raymond St. Jaques, .respectively, and their attempts
to locate
a stolen bale of cotton containing $87,000.
John Shabazz, founder and head of a Harlem based organization called The
Black
Citizens
Patrol,
contacted
Davis
and
Goldwyn with hopes that they would utilize the services
of his
organization.
Why would a
motion
picture
production
company
or
want
need the services of an organization of seemingly
militant
youngsters?
Seeing that the film would be shot, in its entirety in Harlem
(90 per cent on the streets) there would he rally sequences,
riot and large crowd scenes, that would have to be shot, some
traffic control and keeping spectators from walking onto a live
movie set were only a few of the many problems. John Shabazz and the Black Citizens Patrol represented the solution to
the many problems that the crew was and would be plagued
by
The Black Citizens Patrol had the track record that quali
tied them for the task of keeping out unwanted spectators,
helping the polioe with traffic control, standing guard on roof.
tops to make sure no undesirable incident's would occur
and
to assure the community that the highest regards would be
maintained for the community and its inhabitants by the
crewmembers. With membership now set at 175 the organizations envolvement in community patrol and protection has
been broadened. Based at a West 125th street office, they have
been very effective in keeping down some of the many muggings and purse snatchings which were so prevalent in thai
area. Unarmed except with the thoughts at protecting their
black cominunity from itself, the Black Citizens Patrol makes
self available at all hours, escorting lone women to and from
subways during the late hours. The Patrol also operates an
escort service for the elderly, on Sundays, escoring some, to
and from their churthes.
John Shabazz comments: "We patrol principally at night
because the crime rate is highest." I asked about securing
members. He answered, "members bring in member anyone
can join. Although we don't want extremists or revolutionaries
—because we condone law and order.
The level of discipline and respect is high in the ranks of
the Black Citizens Patrol. Upon addressing their leaders (either Mr. Shabazz or Ronald Dorsey, his 2nd in command), the
young patrolman ate at attention. Similar to the U.S. military,
the word that represents respect is "Brother!" instead of
"Yes Sir or No Sir." Most of the young members don the
official uniform of the Black Citizens Patrol, which in itself deserves respect: Black Berets, and Black uniforms and combat
boots. The color of the ascot denotes the squads to which the
particular member is assigned. Shabazz says -the black uniform is a means of dignity and identification."
I was puzzled and asked Mr. Shabazz about funds, he
explaided the money comes principally from my pocket, supplemented by small amounts donated by the members themselves and finally public contributions_ We buy the material
and make the uniforms ourselves.
The flexibility of the organization is almost as remarkable
as its existence and its activities. Flexible because already the
Black Citizens Patrol has branches. First, a unit known as the
Community Commandos, which is a squad attempting to aid
narcotic addicts with hopes to build a Community House in
which addicts would be helped. Another branch is the Cornmandoettes or Comando Queens. Twelve to fourteen young ladies holding down all the secretarial and clerical duties at the
home office. The girls also learn family planning. Their goal,
at this point is to bring into operation their Commando Baby
Sitting Service. Also there is a cummunications squad that is
constantly monitoring police and fire calls, in order to lend assistance fo civil servants in the community. On occasion the
Black Citizens Patrol have been at the scene of the crime before the police.
Before being able to patrol the streets each member is able
to defend himself because they are knowledgable in the art of
karate. Even some of commandoettes are versed in the oriented art. Miss Jerry Price tone of the commandoettes) has a
brown bitunfle
i karate.
• ;; ,
rstandable why the production reoh forpel .'cog
it is
Harlem,''
rthcoming for United Artists relehse, has been
progressing so nicely. Hats off to people like John Shabazz
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in rich jewel tones, the hostess pajama is found
in Sears Loungew& am department in junior sizes
7 through 13.

Newest Fashion Guessing Game In Town

People Watchers have
found a new version of the
Great Guessing Game to
play parties.
It started with "Does
she or doesn't she? (only
her hairdresser knew for
sure). When hairpieoes
came on the fashion scene,
the question ran along
these lines: "Is it her own
hair — or is it a hairpiece?" "If it's a hairpiece,
is it real hair or synthetic?"
With the emergence of
the great manmade furs, we
heard: "Is it fur real—or
fur fake?"
Now, with the vogue
for
pantsdressing
for
parties, we hear: "Is she
wearing a dress with
matching pants—or is it
a tunic?" "Is she wearing
an evening skirt—or culottes?"
Get the idea? Any number can play! And no player has an edge over any
other, because even seasoned fashion observers
find it difficult to distinguish between party pants
and lounging pajamas.
At a party, the hostess
listened tO raves about her
clever tunic over wide
pants, in jewel-toned paisley—and announced proudly that she'd found believe
how little I paid!"
One of the tricks in
carrying this off is to pay
close attention to the total effect—and to accessorize it as carefully as
though it were a couture
costume costing hundreds
of dollars.
The right earrings —
rings on every finger —
smashing sandals — and
who's to know—for sure?

PANT DRESSING is the choice of the chic hostess, who then has the option of wearing the tunic
top as a dress or as fashion topping for wide,
wide pants. Here, in paisley printed Arnel jersey,
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Frank Holloman & Black Leaders

1

-GETTING READY FOR SCHOOL... 1969

THE BIG PARADE

Dr. Onabanio Says
Moon-Like Project
Needed For Earth I
By LOUIS MARTIN

The morning mail brought a long letter from my
learned Nigerian friend, Dr. S.O. Onabanjo, and he
undoubtedly had a delightful time writing it. His
letter is too long to be reprinted in this apace but I
think I have included most of the highlights. He began
with questions.
"Have you been reading about those
primitive white men in Northern Ireland? They have been attacking each
other like savages. Do you really think
such underdeveloped people are ready
for self-government?
"These primitive people are fighting
over their gods. All of them, of course,
profess to be Christians and I am sure
the ywould be the first to claim they
are civilized.
Your newspapers have been carrying so much about the fighting in
Nigeria, I am happy to see that those primitive whites
ar egetting their share of publicity. It is all very sad,
of course, but I do get some satisfaction in the fact
that we Nigerians are not the only people who are
troubled by tribal differences.

Recently Director of F ir e meat" and recommended the Crimination requirements of
and Police, Frank Holloman passage of legislation authoris- I federally assisted programs to
made an attack on Black Lead- ing the withholding of federal promote employment opporers in Memphis, Tennessee, be- funds from any state or local tunity.
cause they, as he put it, com- public agency discriminating
plain about not having enough against any employee or job To answer those who will say
this paper constantly criticize
black policemen and firemen applicant.
but never offers suggestions.
and yet they do nothing to help
These
were
We make these suggestions
recommendations
recruit them. This statement
was made in a rather hasty among a number contained in There are southern cities il7
manner as a follow-up to a re- a Commission study of public this country with an adequate
port released by the U.S. employment in seven metro-number of blacks in high em•
Commission on Civil Rights. politan areas that reveal the ployment positions — our city
presence of discriminatory ele- might follow their example. As
There's an old saying that „•.
it
ments,
in state and local gov. for Director Holloman's dilemyou throw a rock in a pack
personnel systems ma, he might do well to follow
of dogs, the one who yells the ernment
.
loudest is the one hit hardest. which restrict opportunities Miami Florida's example. MiThis statement is not meant for minority groups, but out of ami has had a national campaign to attract more black
to reflect on Mr. Holloman's the seven cities that the
personal appearance rather port dealt with to the best of police officers. The campaign
our knowledge. Director Hollo- known as "Operation Badge"
the purpose of his statement,
Mr. Holloman should have roan was the only city official is ending its first year and has
"I suppose you know that the Catholic minority
read the Commission's release to make a brash public state-, been called a community sue
cess,
official
ment
the
issue.
It
might
according
to
an
on
in
Northern Ireland have been oppressed and denied
first, upon which he would
have discovered Memphis was have been warranted, had he report just released. With a such basic rights as freedom of the franchise,
equal
read
and
comprehended
t
few
modifications
this
camhe
among several cities studied.
job
paign
might
work
here,
if
our
and
report.
attack
on
But
his
housing
the
opportunities,
etc.
Those
Protestant
Secondly, the reference to the
police and fire depts. in this apathy of black leaders in this director feels he must get black Christians have been kicking their teeth out for cenreport was minute, thirdly Ne- city, showed he either did not policemen.
turies.
gro leaders in Memphis, Ten. understand, read or compre- The really significant aspect
hend,
nessee had very little if anyof the report didn't deal with
"You know also that those Irish Catholics have
thing to do with the r e por t, Director Hollom:in, the city, the number of blacks employsmasassammessigisisessesessisusssitsitsimitississimissetsioesusiousasomseummaittiosiess
and fourthly, the Commission state and federal government ed in the police or fire depart. been inspired by you black Americans in their strugnot only attacked the police might do well to heed the ad- ments or city government or gle for civil
rights. Indeed, they have adopted your
and fire departments of these vice of the commission which state government, rather it
songs
and
the
little kids in the slums of Belfast and
cities by the entire hiring poli- states, "Responsibility for the pointed out the majority of Necy of the city government and failure to achieve employment groes employed by state and Londonderry have been marching and lifting
slItisisissismissisaissiiiiiiiiiiimmiiitsmitissmist
equality lies not only with the local governments in the Mem- Irish voices to your famous
state government.
American song "We Shall
The report also mentioned state and local governments phis metropolitan area are
the federal government stating but also with the federal gov- clustered at the lower end of Overcome."
I am not a prude, but I raise the car in which she and Sen. , the newly formed national
-that it has itself 'failed to ernment which has nit exert the occupational scale as lasome questions that are the Edward Kennedy were riding black council on police-commuexert leadership to protect the ed the leverage available to borers and service workers.
"More than this they have been burning and loot- legitimate concern of a lot of went off the bridge.
nity relations
rights of minority group mem- it through the Federal Merit The answer to this is simple, •
ing
Associaliquor
National
stores
people.
The
and
making the streets unsafe for
bers in state and local govern. Standards and other nondis- hire and promote.
News, Clayton Willis, a cousin
The Black United Front has
everyone. As this is written those lily white riots have tion of Television and Radio
of Charles Willis who was dur- demanded the resignations of
resulted in eight deaths and more than 500 casualties. Announcers just concluded its ing the Eisenhower Administra- Margaret Haywood, Rev. Jerry
at the
convention
They have been doing all these horrible things with- annual
tion a White House Special Moore Joseph P. Yeldell and
out any help from Stokely Carmichael, H. Rap Brown, Washington Hilton Hotel and Assistant.
1Vice Chairman Sterling Tucker
frankly speaking, there are
The Leadership Conference funds. It would seem that From a view of our Congress- the Panthers
or
any
of
these
black
men
from the D. C. City Council bethat
I
read
on Civil Rights, recently issued Congressman
many who breathed a sigh of Summer is waning, but the
Kuykendol
is men's pass records it might be
letters to all parts of the na- working against the poverty wise for all Memphians to vis- about in America. Those Irish must be great imita- relief. What possible justifica- discontent is rising among cause they voted for the building of The Three Sisters bridge
tors and you must tell those black extremists that
tion asking its affiliate organition is there for the profanity, some black appointees of the
it, call or write Congressman
as the price for getting conzations to organize delegations striken black and white popuincluding the free use of the Nixon Administration. FrustratKuykendol and imitation is the most sincere form of flattery.
in the local areas to visit lation. The Congressman voted Blanton. and
gressional approval for a subword nigger, lewdness and ed at both the failure to get way system. It gave them
Congressmen, against Civil Rights Act of the same for our state SenaSenators and
and April 10, 1968; Open to
"Seriously speaking, my heart is heavy with rude conduct displayed by adequate funds and backing for
while Congress is in recess.
until Sept. 2 to respond or else
grief over all the bloodletting and suffering that some delegates? Some of the programs on black capitalism
The reason says the civil rights Housing and the Extension of
demonstration in the
another
with
Civil
Commission
deals
the
Rights
.1
item
The
third
organization is to "let them
with such clashes whether it takes place in sights and sounds were like a or being able to seal the idea ,District Building. The four are
"Whitten
comes
the
He
voted
against
Whitman
ntroversial
the
c
o
ConLeadership
know that the
Ireland, Nigeria or your America. Somehow we human "bad trip" through a museum to a skeptical black commun- all black. The fifth black
ference and your organization Bill which practically killed Amendment" to the HEW
Bill, beings seem cursed with some deep subconscious of horrors. It's time to stop ity, at least two staffers are member, Stanley
school
desegregation
A
p
propriations
guidelines.
House
actions
the
with
satisfied
Anderson
not
is
seeks to buttress the love of
pretending and tell it like it planning to leave, one to re-' voted against the bridge. The
of this Congress on civil rights. Congressman Ray Blanton which „
violence.
I
know
this
sounds
unscientific
but
freedom of choice"
is., Unless some sanity pre turn to private industry.
In the memo released Aug. voted no on the Civil Rights i very
BUF charged that the council
which the Supreme how do you explain this strange propensity of man
I
schemes
Conference
Leadership
18. the
va s, the organization may
Bill of April 10, 1968, elemen- Court has sought to outlaw. to belt his brother
has become a "political eunuch
at
the
slightest
organizeprovocation?
asked that individual
tary education legislation.
well die on the vine of its own The rumble among newsmen as the result of congressional
Conference
Leadership
The
tions insist first upon enactcovering the White House is,
excesses.
our
congressmen states, "The Senate will soon
ment of the bill voted out by Though
"I know you black Americans do not like the
that Press Secretary Ron . insensitivities to the needs of
question
with
the
be
faced
and,the District." The most disthe House Judiciary Commit- give good reasons for voting'l
word tolerance but a truly civilized man learns to Fortunately, Herb Campbell Ziegler talks too much on
tee extending the 1965 Voting as they did, much of their whether to concur in the Whitob,of
KSOL, San Francisco sound- off the record and that too tressed one of the quartet is
Rights Act's ban against liter- legislative action goes in di-1 ten Amendment adopted by tolerate differences even when they seem most
Yeldell who had been locked
House
and
every
effort
the
acy tests and other provisions rect contrast of work black
noxious to his sensibilities. Intolerance always leadsled a needed warning when he many inspired leaks go to fav- upon as the strongest
persuade
be
made
to
member
should
five-year
leaders
have
done
for
the
publicly
apologized
to
the
chairpast
additional
ored publications. President
for an
the Senators to oppose this to injustice and where there is injustice sooner on
period (H. R. 4249). The or- few years.
man of the workshops for only Eisenhower used to try and of the Council.
, amendment and to persuade later the seeds of violence are bound to bloom.
ganization feels that the Voting
22 showing up at a session de- give equitable recognition to The controversy arising over
The
Leadership
Conference
Congressmen to accept the
probably
Rights Act of 1965 is
voted to finding ways to im- both large and small papers the will of the late Gettrge PresRights
on
Civil
suggest
that
position
if
and
when
Senate
the most successful of all the its affiliate
"Just take a look at your map of the world. Improve working conditions in at his press conferences, but
organizations visit the natter comes before the
In
date.
to
laws
ton Marshall, owner of ttie
rights
civil
the Near East the bullets are flying between Jewsithe industry. Campbell rapped the groundrules for getting
Congressmen in various states House again"
Washington Redskins, is reminthe release the group states,
and Arabs, in Belgium the Walloons are fight-Ithe delinquents for showing in- questions to the President in
-This is the time to extend it
iscent of the battle to break
ing the Flemings, in Canada the French Canadiansi terest
your own welfare the Nixon Administration seem the will of Stephen Girard in
for at' additional five years
rather than weaken it the
are feuding with sons of Englishmen, in Ireland we then you ought not to be to be rigidly fixed for only the Philadelphia who left a school
way the administration bill
have the Protestants and Catholics at each other's here." It was revealed that media with the largest circula- 1 "for the education of poor,
' ..
d
t
"GOOD" BUSINESS
proposes.
themithroats
as if they were blacks and whites in America, wages are miserably below tion. Thus Questions relating white orphans." Marshall, who
the
on
item
The second
,
The National Business Lea; real effort into making
many disk to minority interests are low once vowed that the would
memo deals with the Williams- gue (NB..) held its annual more than rally words.
1 In the Far East, of course, you have young Amen- standard, with
Senate
jockeys
earning
only
the
$75 and priority unless one of the favor- never hire a Negro, left his
in
Bill
Javitts
!enlist in the Vietnam war.
'convention in Memphis last
(52435). The bill if passed,1 week. It was one of the most Here in Memphis, thanks to —""
$100.00 weekly, a condition that ed for recognition chooses to $6 million estate to the Redlocal leaders like George Stev.
would give the Equal Employ- . important
"If you could probe deep enough into the begin- encourages all sorts of evil ask one.
and
m
skin Foundation for the health,
,
. eaningful ens, Benjamin Olive, Law.i
ment Opportunities Commis- meetings
held
here
in
the
past
rence Wade, and Leonard flings of each one of these conflicts you would find practices. On Friday at the
welfare and improvement of
• • •
sion cease and desist powers decade.
,Small, the local chapter of the that the spirit of intolerance has led to injustices that award banquet, Rev. -Jesse
children
in the Greater Washand broaden the coverage of
Mrs' Ruth Bates Harris, exe-,
Title VII of the 1964 law to in- The • National Business Lea- League has made itself a mov- in turn have led to violence. Intolerance is the breath Jackson, the director of SCLC'si
ington
area,
with the stipulecUtive director of the D. C.
clude employers of 8 or more gue is a predominantly black mg force in the community.
Operation Breadbasket, exhortof
tion
that
the
the devil himself.
money
will never
Human Relations Commission,
(it is now 25 or more) and to organization. It is a direct They organized the energies
ed the members of the prebe
used
to
promote
racial ingovof
include the employees
"descendant- of some of the of local black businessmen,
"As I review man's sad condition on this bloody dominantly black group to set leaves her post Aug. 31 and tegration. Three
clergymen
ernment contractors and of brilliant ideas produced by t—
he
will assume her new duties as
through such projects as edufederal, state and local govern- great black leader of yester- catkinal clinics and seminars planet, I find myself thinking of your astronauts who their sights on becoming own- director of the Montgomery have challenged the will, Fathbut
uninstead
of
slaves,
have
ers
startled the world by walking on the face of the
ments. The bill, winch the years, Booker T. Washington. , . . through night classes and
er Geno Baroni, Rev, Charles
Leadership Conference is in Mr. Washington early conceiv- surveys . . . through the or- moon. Perhaps we have been entrusting our hopes for less NATRA begins policing County Schools Human Rela- Warren and Rabbi Nathan Abtions Department on Sept. 15.
favor of would also strengthen ed the idea that "black power" ganization and encouragement a better
world with the wrong people, politicians, itself, this laudable goal seems She says that Without enforce- ramowitz a n d asked
the
the Commission by giving it could best be organized and of small and large business ena long way off from reality.
courts
to
reject
the
proviso.
the enforcement powers availa- expressed through corraling the terprises led by black people preachers, teachers and those with soft hearts and
C.
Now that the onion has been ment authority the D.
ble to all other administrative energies and intelligence of .
Commission
is
ineffective
andl,
constructive ef- soft heads.
through
Sesame Street, a new experideNATRA
passed, around,
agencies and will extend its black businessmen and their forts to enlist the interest and
it should be an independent I' ment by the Children's Telefor
the
high
serves
an
orchid
politically. This congressional well-wishers in this country.
and
their
institutions,
the
"Since these people
white
help f o rward-looking
agency. A 3800 page report vision Workshop of NEA, will
recess is the time to do that."
churches and the schools, have failed to lead mankind standard of excellence it has
businessmen,
Washinga
while,
Mr.
For
made by her on discrimina- make its debut on November
coverage into the significant
idea was enthusi-I Th
to tolerance and mutual goodwill, why not turn the set in programming of public
areas of police, marshalls, ton's bright
ey have attracted and
tion
in the Licenses and In- 10. Designed to reach 12 milservice, notably in informing
astically received and implejail officials, court attaches
a.re holding the national spot- job over to the scientists? Your rich country could
Department and rec- lion three to five year olds, it
spection
over
black
leaders
by
mented
functions
of
and others engaged in the ade light on what they are trying embark upon an earth project as you did the moon the public of the
commending steps to be taken will consist of music and carsomehow
th
Then,
nation.
the
The
Employment
Opthe
Equal
justice.
ministration of
to do. That's why the National project and mobilize the best scientific brains to
to bring about equal employ- toons, live action films and apadministration's proposal does idea became dormant.
portunity COMIllissiall,
Business League held its llth
peace
pills
or
some
kind
work
tolerance
vaccines
or
on
there
is
happily
today,
But,
ment is still languishing on pearances by guest stars. The
things.
these
of
none
annual convention in Memphis.
of anti-violence serum.
Walter
Washington's series is sponsored through a
It might be wise for all a re-birth of energy and ef- ,
Otto McClarrin is back at Mayor
Memphians who desire a better fort behind the idea. The pres- The local leaders bays, from
desk. Mrs. Harris also register- joint grant from the Carnegie
as
public
relations
his
old
post
Memphis and a better Tennes- eat day National Business this point of view, grasped the
"You have pills that control births which is the director at Howard U. and a ed vigorous dissent to the new Corporation, the Ford Foundasee to talk to our four repre- League, dropping the too re- real significance of "black
proposed tion and the U. S. Office of Edstrictive term "Negro" has power." They believe that scientific answer to the reckless love life of man- new face Ori the law faculty "no knock" bill
sentatives. '
busisucceed
in
black
men
can
reactivation
Gen.
John
Mitchell ucation and will appear on
by
Atty.
Kuykendol
for
of
the
former
U.
S.
signs
this
fall
will
be
given
Congressman
kind. Your young people are taking weird drug trips
to more than 160 stations daily.
instance who was opposed to of the idea. It has put new ness to provide employment„
which
would
allow
police
G
e
o
eral
Ramsey
Attorney
that put them in orbit and land them on illusionary
rat control legislation, with life and basic meaning into and opportunity for other black
break into the homes of sus- It is produced by Joan Ganz
Clark.
His
should
be
one
of
the
the rat problem Memphis has the organization and activities Americans. They see that moons. Why not pills for peace?
most popular cottrses since it pects. It is said that she was Cooney.
had this bill would be signifi- of League chapters all over "black economic" power albecoming too much of a politiand
is
on the law and poverty,
white
with
business
lied
there
where
CongressStates
United
the
cant to all citizens.
"If this sounds ridiculous just remember that
The new information diree- cal force and was mainly re- The talk around Washington
man Kuykendol was also op- are concentrations of black technical know-how point the
Ireland and you black and
posed to Aid To Education Bill people. It has seized the shib- way to the goals which seem those primitive whites in
tor for the Equal Employ- sponsible for the departure is the 14 FBi agents were asminority
seekfor
any
logical
"black
as
such
white Americans, not to speak of my own country- ment Opportunity Commission of Police Chief John Layton. signed by J Edgar Hoover to
and the 1967 Poverty Bill and boleth terms
Memphis being 9th in the -eisver." "self-help," "black ing to become a part of the men, are fighting and dying because of differences is a
former white staffer on Mrs Harris said that she will work on the case of Mary Jo
number of poor in the nation capitalism" et cetera . . . such mainstream of American life.
ridiculous."
that
are
even
more
the
New
York Amsterdam continue to work actively with Kopechne who drowned when
them!
to
power
and 21 in the amount of 0E01as have been coined during More
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By ETHEL L. PAYNE
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LEARNING — Absorbed In tearing "wyclnanki" or the Polish art of paper cutting
are these three young ladies from Philadelphia. They are, left to right, Patricia
Lane, 10, Robert Johnson, 10, and Yvette

Green, 8. Giving the lesson is Mrs. Stepha•
ale Batory. The youngsters were attending
a day camp conducted by the Kensington
Council for Black Affairs.

SHARING LIMELIGHT — New York's Mayor John V. Lindsey, right, Is shown talking with a delegate as the Dr. Ralph Abernathy looks on. The scene took place i n

Charleston, S. C., where Lindsay was on
hand to address the Southern Leadership
Conference convention at a dinner in the
Municipal Auditorium.
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DOING HIS THING — Recognized by
some as the heavyweight champion of the
world, Joe Frazier is also pretty good at

belting out a song, too. Above he's shown
wearing earphones as he cuts a track for
Capitol called "Knockout Drop."

TOGETHER — Vickie Lynn Crockett of
Philadelphia, rec.:nit winner of the Miss
Pensylvania Hemisphere 1969 beauty contest, is scheduled to take part in the up-

They were among thousands who were if
Jetted by the heavy storms trim
Camille. The death tell trent the a t •rm
matinee he menet.

NOISY TERRITORV — Two members of
an Slam mortar crew of the 1st Air Cal
vary Div. prepare to fire a round at lesevaded enemy honkers dwring operetious

coming Miss North America beauty e a utest. The event will be held Sept. 7-10 in
providence, R. 1.

mirth if Tay Nhili City reteetly. Other GI's
aware at the upcoming noise, held their
ears.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 30, 1969

DEFENDER

Exiled RNA Head
Returns Saturday

9

Claim Racist Controls,
Blacks Pull Out Of NSA

Imam

DETROIT — (UPI) —Robert,directly here."
Patton, coordinator
EL PASO, Tex. — (UPI) — nounced formation of a rival Gwen
Williams, a black revolutionAbout 100 Negroes pulled out group to be called the "Nation- of the Black movement, said
Washington, an flatl
(In
ary who fled the United States
the association "is no longer
spokesman said Williams would
of the National Students As- al Association of Black Stufor black students or
relevant
in 1961 t o avoid kidnaping
and an- dents."
Monday
sociation
be arrested immediately upon
by the problems."
charges, Plans to return to Dereturn.
his
troit on a direct flight from
"Racist students c ontr o 1
London Saturday, attorney Mil- (The spokesman said a warshe said. "We can no
NSA','
rant for Williams issued at
ton Henry said Monday.
part of a racist orbe
longer
Charlotte, N. C., in August 1981,
ganization."
"Williams isn't guilty of any-1I
warwas still outstanding. The
thing and we feel the justices,
rant charges Williams with kidNSA has been holding a conhere are more Law-abiding
naping Mr and Mrs Bruce
in El Paso for a week.
vention
than in some other jurisdicStegall of Marshville, N. C.,
About 1,000 delegates and stutions," Henry said. "We feel he
during a racial disturbance in
dent observers from all over
KAPWEPWE RESIGNS
will get a better chance here.
the country are attending.
Monroe, N. C.
That's the reason for his flying
Vice President Simon KapwepBlack students led by Mu(It would be up to a U S. we of Lusaka, Zambia, said he
Kenyatta, stormed
hammad
determine has submitted his resignation
to
Commissioner
at a session Monplatform
the
whether Williams should be to President Kenneth Kaunda,
day night and took the microextradited t o North Carolina fearing Zambia faced "bloodphones 911_ They thus stopped
if he is arrested in Michigan, shed" by rival tribes and
td elect new officers.
attempts
the FBI spokesman said. A other elements if he remained
Bernie Groffman of the NSA
Justice Department spokesman in office. Kapwepwe, whose
staff tried to make a call on
denied a report that Williams' outspoken nationalist speeches
an NSA telephone and a Negro
wife and attorney had made a have been discribed as antidestroyed the phone. The blacks
the
of
member
a
is
white,
to
officials
federal
deal with
insisted that the election be
influentitribe,
most
Bemba
the
avoid arrest on his return.)
stopped because "the race
al in government and politics
Williams was elected presiquestion is the no. 1 question
in the central African nation.
dent of the black nationalist (UPI Telephoto)
in America today."
The delegates were to make
Republic of New Africa in 1968
another effort tonight to elect
while he was not in the United
officers.
States. The RNA seeks to build
a separate independent black
Kenyatta, taking control of
nation in five shouthern states.
the session from Bob Powell of
Princeton, the current NSA
Henry, from Pontiac, Mich. is
PITTSBURGH MELEE
president, called for delegates
First Vice President of the OrFighting broke out Tuesday in Pittsburgh be- and observers to break i nto
ganization.
groups Monday night.
After Williams fled the United!
tween police and black and white demonstrators three
One group was blacks. A
States, he first went to Cuba,'
who are demanding more jobs for blacks in con- second group were whites who
where he founded the Revolu"care enough to do something
tionary Action Movement.
MOBERT WILLIAMS
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif. — struction companies there. Tuesday was the secbigotry." The third
about
I
edi(NPI)—Mrs. Mari L. Kyle,
group was the "group that is
tor, Twin Cities Courier, Min- Ond day of the demonstrations. (UPI Telephoto)
against the blacks."
neapolis, hks been selected by The Negroes said they were
President Richard M. Nixon,
going to examine NSA records
to serve on a new 20-member IN
in the organization's Washingpanel for the Citizens Adviston office to see how much
ory Council on the Status of
money NSA has gotten from
lWomen. The panel is headed by With
foundations for studying black
MINEOLA, N. Y. — (UPI) New York City. The law was Jacqueline Goyette Gutwillig,
problems. Miss Fatten said
— Nassau County has adopted signet! by Nassau County ex- Scottsdale, Ariz., a regional,
Practical the Negroes want half of it.
Licensed
an open-housing law forbidding ecutive Eugene Nickerson and volunteer advisor for the Na- HAMMOND, Ind. — A ours- National
Powell said NSA has a deficit
discrimination in the selling went into effect immediately. tional Foundation of the March tog educator from Purdue Uni- Nurses Educational Foundaof $120,000
versity Calumet Campus is as- tion, Inc.
and renting of houses and It forbids, under penalty of of Dimes.
sisting in development of an'
apartments in the county.
fines and jail sentences, resiMrs. Kyle is also a member
•
instructor's
guide and textbook
R e p ublican-controlled dents from discrimination in of the executivf board, of the
The
a
for
nationally
used
be
to
Nassau Board of Supervisors the selling and renting of Minneapolis Ufban League.
Pr a c tical Nurse
Licensed
but
the 1 a w houses and apartments
unanimously passed ,
The panel advises the govern- Training Course.
Monday, the first adopted by a rooms in one-family and two- ment on efforts to improve
WARREN'
S ORIGINAL HAIR STYLES
New York State County and family homes if the owners participation of women in Ame- Mrs. Margaret E. Prugh,
rican life. Originally establish- instructor in practical nursing
the second in the state after live in the houses.
ed in November, 1963, it serves at the Purdue campus in Hamwithout pay, but reveives per mond, is reviewing educational
Completely modern and Air-Condition
materials for a project of the
diem expenses.
Barber and Beauty Shop

TUNA

k

14 16 lb
SMOKED HAMS
SHANK PORTION

lb

BUTT PORTION

lb

Disc Jockey Elected
To Board Of NATRA

sor moo, lob
Nutley
MARGARINE

Robert "Honeyboy" Thomas,
one of Memphis' most popular disc jockeys, has been
named to the board of directors of the National Association of Television and Radio
announcers.

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — The
florida A&M University Security Department is striving to
meet the needs of a growing
student body by expanding
services and increasing the
size of its force.
To date, the table of organization includes one captain, one
lieutenant, four sergeants, eight
patrolmen, and a soon to be
authorized special investigator.
Chief of the security force is
Capt. Samuel Gilliam, who has
been with the department since
it was organized in 1952
"In a very large sense, we
are a service organization, says
Gilliam, "our goal is to render
service and to make the university conducive to learning
and development for our young
people.
The department has received
new equipment to make its job
easier, including moving into
a new building with a reception room, squad room, a
vehicle registration center, and
offices for Gilliam and his as
sistants.

Grab This Opportunity to

A & P Grade A
YELLOW
CREAM CORN

oz.
0 Cans

$1.00 /
e
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Blew.
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FRESH
FLORIDA YELLOW
CORN

5

EARS

49$

JANE PARKER

Hi-Fashion Hair Styles
A complete hair, facial and manicure service
FREE PARKING
Open 6 days a week
887 Thomas Street 527-3478

APPLE PIE
[Baked Fresh daily)
Small Only

EARN Your Own
SPENDING MONEY

Association, or
The
"'NATRA" as it is called, was
started 13 years ago by night
club entrepreneur and former
broadcaster Tommy Smalls as
a fraternal organization for
black radio announcers. Mr.
Smalls is now vice president of
Jubilee and Josie Records.
Eight announcers constituted
the original NATBA, but today
it has more than 600 members.
Mr. Thomas came to WDIA
15 years ago after ha ving
worked briefly with KFAA in
Helena, Ark. He quickly established himself as one of the
city's most popular radio personalities.
In 1959 he was chosen "king"
of the Cotton Makers' Jubilee
celebration.
Mr. Thomas is a graduate of
Booker T. Washington Hi gh
School and studied at Howard
Washington,
in
University
D. C.

MAW
Expands
Security

W,'z.

12 or
BOYS older

Mr. Thomas was elected to
membership on the board during the association's annual
convention in Washington, D.C.
last week.

5 citth $1.00
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Training Guide
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Nassau County Adopts
Broad Fair Housing
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LIGHT CHUNK
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39$
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Yukon Club

EA Ftri $1 to $5
every week
in spare time
and Win Free Prizes—

1

BEVERAGE
DRINK
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Valuable beams
experirnce gained will
be et life-lens beeefit.
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Scott Family [Save 35C1

'Prult Nome and Address Below
Tri-State Defender
124 East Calhoun. Memphis, Tenn.
I rnv first bundle of pawn;
,
Ser

al Val

12 oz. Cans
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State

$1•00
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MINISTERS
FOR SALE OR TRADE
LARGE BRICK CHURCH
CENTRAL HEAT & AIR CON.
CLASS ROOM &
COMMUNITY CENTER

Es an
Old Forester
kind of

44bas
loor wimp inte

Greer Freestone
PEACHES

4

29 oz. Cans

Everything's ready and we're about to welcome
our first guest. What's ahead? Good friends,
good food and the flavor of a great Kentucky Bourbon.

Fresh Center Cut
CATFISH
STEAKS

79‘

lb

Li)
titby

WILL FINANCE!

-"UHT BOURBON WW141"
.4$7

e•iee-4..e.e410-

905
Estival
Bonded

SMITH
GOD WIN
GENERAL CONTRACTORS

525-6506 and 362-1003

GS N. Cleveland
213 Frayser Blvd.
5999 Hwy. 51 South

▪ "<••

Call
Today

2833 Lamar Ave.
1500 SO. LAUDERDALE
3.561 PARK AVE.
3200 Perkins Rd. South
2465 POPLAR AVE.
4770 Poplcr Ave.
3473 Summei Aye:
4780 Summo Ave.

Licensed
At 86 or 100 proof'There is nothing better in the market'
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKY• 116 PROOF • 100 PROOF BOTTLED IN
BONI
BROWN FORMAN PiSTILLERS CORPORATION • AT LOUISVILLE IN KENTUCKY
4 1969.

*****Prices Expire August 30, 1969 *****
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Gamble Signed

America's 'Thing Culture'
Causing Troubled Society

The C U bs Tuesday announced the purchase of outfielder Oscar Gamble from
their San Antonio farm team
and t he signing of cateher
Gene Oliver as a coach to
make room for Gamble on the
roster.
Gamble, 19, was with the
Cubs during spring training,
but has been with San Antonio
since the season started. He
led the Texas League in doubles with 32 and batted ;299.

TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE, can no longer afford the luxury'1778."
Ala. — The slimmer Com- of great wealth in the midst of Dr. Foster compared the
poverty," the speaker
mencement speaker at Tuske- great
"amazing pictures from Mars
gee Institute chided Americans explained.
adventurous
a pair of
and
for developing a "thing culcommencement
rehis
In
taking
a walk on
young men
ture" in which he said "we
marks, T u 3 kegee Institute
are preoccupied with things
he called
what
with
H. Foster told the moon"
material, the externalty, ap- president L.
poverty
of
picture
ugly
"the
them
it was for
pendages and status symbols the graduates
and educational unpreparedcountry
this
move
help
"to
of our society."
firmly toward the high goals of ness" and the walk to the emDr. Hollis F. Price, president democracy, h u man dignity ployment office "which reof LeMoyne-Owen College in equal opportunity that was de- mains fruitless for too many
Memphis, said Americans dared nearly 200 years ago in Americans."
ATLANTA, Ga. — More than
were not too concerned about
what they believe in, nor were
4,000 Coca-Cola bottling comthey concerned about basic
pany owners, executives and
values.
operating personnel will gather
lin Atlanta during October for
THE PROPHET with his groom George lures] shows off
"A society which prized mawhat may be the largest sina
soin
a
way
his bead harness used to stop him from biting off his leg terial things is
gle-company business meeting
bandage before the running of the 44th Hambletonian ciety without values," Price
ever convened in the United'
Stake this afternoon in DuQuoin, HI. The Prophet, driven told the commencement audiStates.
have
do
not
"Those
who
by Harold Dancer, Sr., will go against eight other horses ence.
Coca-Coln
from
access to those material things The massive American Red To raise the $6 million need- Planners
in the Hambletonian for a purse of $124,910. The trotting
classic is aptly called the "Kentucky Derby of Harness are going to gain access or Cross emergency relief and ed, Red Cross has launched a USA's headquarters in Atlanta'
they will break up the ball recovery assistance for thous- nationwide emergency fund are expecting representatives'
Racing." (UPI)
game," the former Tuskegee ands of victims of Hurricane appeal. Thousands of families from every state in the U.S.
as many other nations
Institute professor asserted.
Camille will cost a minimum will have no means of return- as well
135 throughout th*
among
the
exnormal
way
of
life
ing
to
a
He called this predicament of ;6 million, according to E.
where Coca-Cola
world
generosity
of
through
the
cept
Red
Cross
Harriman,
Roland
1 "the great malaise of the
the American people as ex- sold.
period in which we are liv- chairman.
The delegates will see what
One experienced Red Cross pressed through the Red Cross,' Coca-Cola USA spokesmen de'
ing."
Harriman
stated.
called
Cascribe as a "multi-media" presBecause of the scientific disaster specialist
we've ever Horold F. Grumhaus, chair- entation over a three-day „peri-,
nature of our society, Price mille "the worst
experienced—combining
t h e man of the Mid-America Chap- od at Atlanta's new civic center
charged
Americans
with
the ter ,of the Red Cross, said, auditorium covering all ot:
"knowing a great deal more fury of a tornado with
widespread
devastation
of
a "the people of Chicagoland the Company's soft drinks.
today, but we don't know the
hurricane."
have never failed to respond
meaning
of
what
we
know."
SALT LAKE CITY — (UPI) Other major business which He said
vic- generously when asked to help
science has "caused us With more than 70,000
tims still getting emergency
— Abe J. Greene, former will
concern the commissioners to lose our sense of awe and food and shelter in more than those stricken by disaster, and
and Mrs. William Wright.
president of what is now the
I know they will help in this Mr.
is the election of a new WBA wonder."
of Sacramento, Calif., and their
300 Gulf coast shelters, the job emergency."
World
B o zing
Association,
president and executive corn- Price called for the develop- of surveying the damage and
two daughters, Frances a n d
told a group of commissioners
mittee members. Voting is ex- ment of a "bundle of values estimating the size of the re- Contributions to assist Hur- Melwee, are visiting friends in
attending the annual WBA conpected to take place on today and a philosophy of life that covery effort has begun—ham- ricane Camille victims may be Memphis and are guests in the,
vention here that the noble
sport of pugilism would be "a when delegates complete their will be meaningful to us. The pered by washed-out roads and sent to the American Red Cross home of Bosse Dinkins of 1341'
richest country in the world broken communication lines. 43 E. Ohio St., Grumhaus said. Ridgway.
veritable jungle" without the three-day convention.
World Boxing Association,
dreene, .Presitlent of the National Boxing Association before it increased its scope of
authority and changed its
name to the World Boxing Association, told the delegates
"The WBA is a solid organization working in concert for
the promotion of the sport of
boxing.
"If this organization were to
dwindle," the resident of Paterson, N. J., said, "we would
be inviting chaos and confusion. If a fighter were to jump
a contract in a foreign country to accept another in the
United States, the WBA would
traLk him to the ends of the
earth to ensure he honored his
contract."
•
•
His speech highlighted a day
of intense and often ileated
controversy over the association's
seemingly
arbitrary
method of assessing annual
dues

Cola Bottlers
To Meet
In Atlanta

'Camille' To Cost
Red Cross $6 Million

A NOBLE SPORT

WBA Called Savior
Of Prize Fighting

Family Visits City

6%
)
icing

Star
of Stage
Tv, Movies.
Million seller
Hit `
1
Recordings!

Free
•

Mid-South Coliseum
Saturday
8:30 P.M.?
September 0
Tickets $4 $5 $6
*4Children under 12-990

5 States
Lose Riot
Insurance
WASHINGTON — (NPI) —
Insurers in five states —Colorado, Oregon, Texas, West
Virginia, and Wisconsin—are
no longer qualified under the
Federal Riot Reinsurance program for reinsurance on new
business written after Aug. 1.
In announcing the suspension,
the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
said this was necessary because
the five states failed to enact
necessary legislation providing
for state participation in the
progam administered by HUD
through the Federal Insurance
Administration.
On July 11, four other states,
Florida, Tennessee, Georgia,
and Arkansas, were declared
ineligible for participation in
the reinsurance program.

Ticket on Sale

Gas 150
Blacks

Coliseum Box Office-TiKi House
Goldsmith's Central Ticket Office
Pat's Platters-House of Hits
Home of the BluesSatellite Record Shop
*

7

Two $500.00 Scholarships
fobs Given Awayand6
Bicycles
ALSO APPEARING
Comedia4

3`*

• * IMIPSEVI
**
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PLAQUEMINE, La. —
(UPI) — Police used tear
gas Monday to disperse a
crowd of about 150 Negroes
who were protesting the
dosing of two Negro elementary schools as part of
Mervin*. Parish's new desegregation plan
The Negroes were ordered to clear a street in front
of the Parish (c ount y)
school board offices. When
they did not, police fired
the tear gas.
One person was arrested
fonowing the demonstration.
Picketing and boycotts
,by both black and white 7
parents marred the o p e a.
lag of several south c e
teal Louisiana schools Monday.
Most of the disturbances
occurred in five parishes
which are under court order to abolish "freedom of
choice" school systems. no
all, 37 parishes are under
sintilar orders, but most do
sot begin registration loth next Tuesday.

A

service
Circle YES on your
current utility statement and return
stub with payment. MLGW will schedule a
service call after August 25 to inspect your gas
heating equipment and light your pilots at no
charge to you.
If you have not received your MLGW statement
or if you have,but forgot to circle YES,call our
Customer Information Center, 525-8831 and request this service.
MEMPHIS

GAS & WATER DIVISION

•
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theworld of women

Society
Merry

ERMA LEE LAWS

Sallie Williams and Mar-,
garet Roland came from De.'
trait just to help Jerry cele- MEN'S WEAR
brate in the luxurious Rivermont along with localites Senator J. 0. Patterson; Jr., escorting Rose Kelley from
ERMA LEE LAWS
Nashville; Edward Hawkins
with Dorothy Sharpe, Earlie
Self-Denial. . . Our super- Liquors and occupied a suite Hampton, Atty. Jades a n d
fluities should be given up during the National Business Hattie Sweareugen, Johnny,
menters," he said. "They don't
By WALTER LOGAN
for
the
convenience of League Convention and was (Mrs. Ermon, Jr.) Morris, thej
others. Our conveniences joined by his family over the Ermon Morris Seniors, Robert' Stanley Gellers is convinced want to look like the establishshould give place to the weekend, Blanche "Pie" his Montgomery, Joe Henderson, the success of the Apollo 11 ment. Their brothers in college
'necessities of others. And mate and their children, Vick Willie Lindsey, Jr., Velma Lo- mission means anthropomorphic won't wear jumpsuits, but
- even our necessities give U, Cheryl, Candy, Terri, and is Jones, Lewis Williams, from space tvles will eventually re- they will. Would I wear a jump
suit? Well, it would be great
`. way to the extremities of Jerry, Jr.
Los Angeles, Ernest Withers, place bell bottom pants and
for
gradening or boating on
• the poor." John Howard.
garments
on
fitting
other
loose
Thomas Doggett, Mildred and
It very a cool day.
scene.
American
Pie
treated
the
Jerry
to
the
gala
Rufus
Jones
and
yours
truly.
•
•
popularize .the "I think the fabric would
will
birthday party where there The Fanion children held likely
Nuptial Festivities. . . Bev- was the
have to be 'knitted since a one
popping of champagne sway in their own quarters for jumpsuit.
erly Ann Hooks pledged her
corks, canapes and nuts of all their special guest, Gall Ja-' Gellers. 35., is executive edi- piece suit needs flexibility and
troth to Ronald Bladgen An- sorts, pink frozen
daiquiris and merson from Detroit, their tor of Men's Wear, the maga- return action. You could dress
derson in a candlelit ceremony other delicious
liquids, mad cousin, Jenise Cumby, Paula zine that has become so slick it up with a jacket for business
Sunday afternoon at Trinity sounds and good
conversation. Melville, ,plus other youngsters. and sometimes sexy it has and it would be a helluva rain
CME Church with the pastor,
suit, crisply tailored, over a
-made its way to the news business
the Rev. William Smith, offisuit.
stands for the general public. -As for the
ciating. She is the daughter of
lunar suit, I feel
he
connections,
such
And,
with
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Augusthe kids might like the antisleeps and eats fashthinks,
tus Hooks, and one of our honseptic look of silver or white, a
ion.
orary Co-Ettes and her groom
junior batch of Mrs. Cleans
While thinking fashion the running around. However the,
is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
other day he got onto the moon boots were a bit clunky
lie Anderson.
subject of the moon landing and the kids like sandals. HowThe Hookses honored the The East End Flower Club held on Sunday, Sept.
dazzling white space ever, I see the kids getting 28, at and the
young pair with a reception met in July at the home of the home of Mrs. Jeffries
worn
by astronauts Neil away from the bell bottoms
suits
on
following the ceremony in the Mrs. C. L. Waller, and the Supreme, and the public is in- A. Armstrong and Edwin E. and going into a trim (anthroAldrin. They were shaped to pomorphic) look."
Kingston Room of the Holiday newly-elected president, Mrs. vited.
the body as much as possible, Gellers let his imagination
Inn-Rivermont. National Busi- Lilliam Bowles, presided.
which is a non-scientific way of go into orbit at that point and
ness League Convention. . .
saying they were anthropomor- he conjured up visions of sports
Scads more than a thousand Other officers installed along
ic.
businessmen and women con- with the president for 1969-70
wear incorporating some of
verged on our town last week- at the June meeting were Mrs.
They also were of new fabrics the features of the lunar cosend for the convention of the Marcellus Jeffries, vice presiand fibers which presumahly tumes and built-in airconditionNational Business League at dent; Mrs. Susie Huggins, secwill be translated into earth-ling to keep the body temperathe Holiday Hall of the Holi- retary; Mrs. Angie Campbell,
wear for men, especially in thekure normal.
day-Inn Rivermont. Presiding assistant secretary; Mrs. Ethel
'fields of athletic endeavor and. "They had all those old-fashover the sessions was the McMurtrey, treasurer; a n d
cutdoor sports such as hunting ioned long johns air conditioned
.
President, Berkeley G. Bur- Mrs. Odetta Clayburn, chapMr. and Mrs. Herbert W. and fishing. But first, Gellers with little tubes of water,"
rell, from Washington, D. C. lain.
Harrison of Grand Junction, predicts, there will be a rash he said. "Think how someone
of space suits for children "and might develop an earthbound
George Stevens is president Mrs. Onie Mae Hunt installed Tenn., were in Sacramento,
I hope this doesn't wreck suit for wear on a hot desert
their
visit
of the local chapter of the Na- the officers.
to
Calif., recently
or, in reverse, for the colder
things."
tional Business League, Law- Mrs. Mary Allen and Mrs. son and daughter-in-law, Dr. Jumpsuits have been around ski slopes. If a man were off
rence Wade, the executive vice Bowles were co-hostesses for
and Mrs. Herbert R.- Harrison. for years and almost every on safari he would have a suit
president and Leonard Small the meeting.
designer worthy of the name that could keep out both the
is the Project Director.
Mrs. Waller is generally coMrs. Harrison is the for- has come up with one variation heat and the tse-tse flies.
hostess for the club every Ju- mer Tommye K a y Ha y e s, or another. They were fairly "Next year we'll have suVisiting luminaries in the ly.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Tho- popular on the west coast but personic transport. The Conbusiness world included Carmeeting will mas Hayes of Memphis.
The
club's
next
never really caught on any- corde has flown. The Russians
men (Mrs. Scipio G.) Murphy,
where else. Now Getters thinks have flown their SST faster
owner of Carmen's Cosmetics be held at the home of Mrs.
While in California, the Har- they will, starting with the than sound. People are so much
and the House of Beauty in De- Percy Jones of 2428 Cable
risons visited the Bay and re- younger generation which is as part of the speeded up scene
ave. on Thursday, Aug. 28.
troit; Dave Conway, president
Serving as co-hostess with sort areas, and other points of already wearing two piece vest they will want speeded up
of the Conway Soap Products
Mrs. Jones will be Mrs. Hattie interest. Dr. Harrison is sta- and pants suits reminiscent of clothes. Kenya in two hours for
Company in Chicago; Ellis
a safari in clothes that will conB. Muse.
tioned at McClellan Air Force Romeo costumes.
Fleming, Secretary-Treasurer
The club's annual tea will be Base.
"The kids are bigger experi- dition you for the climate.
of New Breed Ltd. from New
_
York City; Clanzell T. Brown,
Executive Director of the Urban League in Jacksonville.
Florida; Gloria 'Foote, president of Town Sounds Recording, Inc., and Joan Murray, a
partner of Zebra Associates,
a New York agency.

Go•round

Flarthons Backh
From Calif.

A drink is a drink
is not necessarily so.

A
SPACE AGE FASHION FOR MEN
Neither the Sphinx nor the jumpsuit is altogether new, but "Men's Wear" editor
Stanley Getters predicts that anthropomorphic clothing — clothes that fit the body
unlike the bell-bottoms of today— will catch

on after the Apollo It shot. In particular be
sees hope for the two-piece jump suit—
previously popular on the West Coast—seen
here in a Dacron polyester and wool version
by Jantlen. (UPI Telephoto>

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy inliemphis
Baked In Memph!* by MemphIons
rushed rushed doily to your big
Hagu• & Knott supermarkot for
maximum freshn•ss.

Negue & &pa ,
Hamburger
or Hot Dog

BUNS
81:
„,, 254
*• Resery•irk. Rant

r I

REELFOOT

MORRELL'S

SMOKED 49c
SAUSAGE

Luncheon Meat
BOLOGNA
PICKLED PIMENTO SAUCE
Spiced luncheon 350

Pies 14- 19.

Household Tip
Post painting clean-up is es- ,
sential, says the
National
Paint, Varnish and Lacquer
Association. Brushes used with
latex or water-thinned paints
should be washed in warm,
soapy water immediately after
use. Rinse well and allow to
dry before storing. Store brushes in either a suspended or flat
position to keep the bristles
straight. Cleaning your brushes immediately after use will
save you hours of work the
next time you set out to paint.

Busk+

a

WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS

9113,
100AT

PORK &
BEANS 70
WAFFLE
SYRUP 190,
BIACKBURNS

• • •
Create your own exterior
decorating scheme with paint.
Using colorful exterior enamels, you can brighten and protect lawn furniture, patio and
poolside. Paint lawn furniture
to match the trim on your
home to keep color unity.
•

3

27t
!BREAD
!BROWN N SERVE
!ROLLS H1029V4= 274

Lb.

''Happy Birthday, Happy
Birthday," was the chorus
strongly sung by a congenial
crowd of party folk Sunday
night to the affable Jerry Fan.
ion in his suite at the Holiday
Inn, Rivermont. Jerry, as you
know, is the owner of Jerry's

Ketc

STILWELL

STRAWBERRIES
190
DEL MONTE
SWANSDOWN

•

WHITE OR DEVIL FOODS

u

Cake
Mix

*

Wood lawn furniture can be
damaged by moisture warns
the National Paint, Varnish
and Lacquer Association.
Check the undersides of furniture to see that the paint is
in good condition. The entire
piece should be protected with
a coat of exterior enamel or
varnish.
• * a
To get top performance out
of a paint brush . . . and keep
it in great condition through
many painting projects, precondition it before use. Wrap
the brush and suspend it in
oil for twenty-four
linseed
hours or more. To remove excess oil after soaking, press
the bristles against the lid of
the can. Then twirl the brush,
handle between the palms of
your hands. To get out those
last traces of oil — rinse the
brush in tinner or turpentine!
Now your brush is ready for
any painting job! Bristles will
pigment,
not absorb paint
making clean-up a breeze;
bristles are more flexible,
helping you to zip through any
painting project.

editor

Apollo 11 Voyage Seen
As Affecting Fashions

East End Flower Club
Plans For Annual Tea

The Rev. James M. Lawson
delivered the stirring invocation and benediction at the
banquet Friday night. By the
by. Rev. Lawson will soon be
doing a column for your TriState Defender.

9

TUNA
2"7
REYNOLDS

WRAP
49(,

ROBIN HOOD

The people who know Seagram's
7 Crown think their whiskey is quite
different from the rest.
Smoother. Lighter. Better to serve
friends.
Quality,through and through.
Their findings have made
7 Crown the best-liked brand of
whiskey in the whole world.
That's got to be superior.

Say Seagram's and
Be Sure.
Seagram distillers Company, New York City, Blended Whiskey • 86 Proof • 65',Grain Neutral Spirits.

Flour
490

250

or self

5 :o to?

OA.

KLEENEX 'A

TISSUE
25c,,

HOGUE & KNOTT

1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
3384 N. THOMAS
1578 LAMAR

4321 SUMMER
973 SO THIRD
3382 SUMMER

Open Sundays for For Your Shopping Convenience 9 AM. to 7 P

9
6
9
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Simon Proposes'
Program To Aid
Black Builders
"Even if bonding nouses
treated minority contractors
fairly and in instances they do
not, they still lack the experience and capital to compete for
the bigger jobs.

—

SUNG SOPHISTICATES —

Members of the Young Soph•Isticates are seen with their adviser in front of statue
•81. Jude at the Children's Research Hospital, their first
besefit project. From left are Mae Churchman, Elise Long-

•

pree, Pamela Jefferies, Yolanda Gales, Trindia Carne s,
Minnie Johnson, Lynn Price, JoAnn Johnson, Phyliss Homer, Mrs. Delores Jones, advisor; Deborah Baylor, Mar.
tha Hoover. Tedra Spinks, Doris Day and Regina Jacobs.

40611M
'
•el

•

USE
WOOLCO'S
CONVENIENT,
TIME
PAYMENT
7„. ACCOUNT

II

Spectacular
Buys
11111111•11111111111111k

"This is the plight of the
minority contractor. He wants
to do more. He wants to build
cities
buildings and
office
rather than garages for the
rest of his life. We must give
him that opportunity to break
the caste system."
Simon proposed three specific programs to remedy this
problem. He called for:

Color console
with fiddle-free
fine tuning!
This big-screen Color Console
features RCA"s.advanced
Automatic "Locked-in" Fine
Tuning (AFT.) to pinpoint the
correct signal electronically.
Tilt-out control panel provides
easy stand-up access to all
controls. Glare-proof color
picture tube is 20% brighter than
any previous RCA tube. Come
in for a demonstration.

COMPLETES TRAINING—

Airman William E. Watson,
3. Members of the construea 1967 graduate of Woodtion Industry, Trade Associastock High School, recently
tions and Educational Institucompleted 12 weeks of techtions should establish an edunical
training at Chanute
cational program to assist minIII., as an aircraft
AFB,
ority contractors in establishing
pneudraulic
repairman. Beup-to-date and accepted busifore
service last
entering
practices as well as examining
February, he attended
conof
aspects
technical
the
Memphis State University.
struction. This program shonld
is the son of Mr. and
He
oriented
combine classroom
Maurice Watson of
Mrs.
programs with one-the-site asMillington,
Tenn.
made
.
experts
sistance using
available on a lend-lease basis.
that recent
Simon noted
statements by the Departments
of Housing and Urban Development and Commerce are steps
In the right direction and are
encouraging. Simon offered to
provide the facilities of his office to help solve the problems
of minority contractors.
Lt. Governor Paul Simon has
proposed a three part program
designed to provide minority
contractors with "a fuller opportunity and a more responsible role in the rebuilding of
our cities and villages."
•
In a letter to members of
private
and
governornment
for a
called
Simon
business
joint effort to make available
to minority contractors "the
technical and financial resources they need to take a giant
step forward "

1- Federal and State government units to waive partially
bonding requirements on governmental projects under $100,000.00. The money normally
spent on these bonds could then
be paid to a government agency which would make available to the contractors technical assistance and guidance. It
is appropriate that the government which can best bear the
risk, take the lead in this area.
This program has a built-in
safeguard of on-site supervision
while performirg a meaning- Simon noted that the inability
ful educational role.
to obtain performance bonds
2. Private business interest often makes it impossible for
from the construction, insur- minority contractors to obtain
auce banking and related fieldsmajor construction projects.

Telling It Like It Ain't

•••••••••

,04

"Currently the situation of
the minority contractor is similar to the ancient caste system of rating citizens in some
Eastern countries. You are
born to a certain caste (class),
and you remain there until
your death. It is a vicious
circle, and even if you have the
desire there are no channels
for self-improvement. The result is frustration.

•
cooperate to establish a credit
pool to provide financial backing to minority contractors,
seeking to upgrade their work
opportunities.

If • Yott
—Have an operation
—Bite a dog
—Get married
—Have a baby
—Get divorced
—Find gold
—Get hurt
—Recover front illness
—Inherit a fortune
—Lose your shirt
Have a party
—Attend a Convention
—Are in a wreck
—Take a trip
—Are honored
—Or do or know
anything unusual
IT'S NEWS
WE WANT 17
onomimmailanwasswaiwianwm

downtown • males ave.
s•utIlland Ruin

CS S
fashion epeciaiists in sires
18 to 60 and 161
2to 32/
/
2
1

meet the

hat dress
24.00
specially sized
164 to 2614

the • gaily. printed scarf hat
watches the sash belt ... both
compliment the acetate .knit
shift with slimming. vertical texture ... rolled and tied collar
adds further fashion intereyt
.choose navy or black.

MAIL ORDERS:add 73e postage.
The happenings of the pastl all mankind that any voyage
4½% tax far Tennessee delivery.
rarer
atmosphere,
so
another
into
been
have
months
few
our
by
explored
that
than
and
massive,
numerous, so
sometime, so abortive, that planes, is necessarily a voyage
,one is put to the grindstone toi which might be filled with
keep up with it all. We are either ecstasy or disaster, and
rapidly proving that there can always with apprehension.
be something new under the Any man, these days, howsun and certainly that there ever, who insists on remaincan be something new on the lag earthy in his thinking is
likely to find himself miles bemoon.
There are still those of us_l hind. There must be continued
pro questioning and seeking, even
who refuse to consede
where the danger is great!
gress. We have just talked
64 $O. MAIN
DOWNTOWN •
• 127441111
One really shows one's ignorhas
who
man
black
a
with
TN'S UNION
UNION AWL •
• 21441011/1
by
ance
and
loud
boisterous
declared that the trip to the
WNITEHAVIN • SOUTHLAND MALL •
doubting!
moon was rigged up and is not
I
The
is
joint!
time
of
out
not
true. He argued himself into
a high state of tension, outshouted the others and stalked
from the area, bellowing maledictions upon those who would,
not agree with him.
But, is he not like the man
who contended that the world
was flat, in spite of evidence
proving the contrary? Is he not
like that individual who ;swears
that this is all? Therefore,
drink all you can here! Curse
all you want to here! Why?
Because, he contends this is
the end and all.
We are afraid that a deal of
the difficulty relating to the
black man must be based on
discouraging
somewhat
his
state of intelligence. Religiously, we are still in status quo—
shouting, exhorting, rallying—
but doing little else. We don't
I have time to fathom and decide for ourselves. Some of
us are afraid to step forward
in our beliefs that we stay
in the darkness of ignorance.
It seems to the writer that
if one can believe the Bible,
will all of its illusoriness, that
one can certainly take time out
to decide whether or not an
excursion can be made high
in the upper air.
WASH
The Iron Horse 'vas considered an instrument of the
only 2495
& WEAR
devil. There were actually some
L
44°4"
f
"
who saw the end of the world
Ask about our not so Curly Stretch Tapered Wig
in the automobile.

J STOUT SHOPPE

MN10164

ByMon Clairemc.

14 No. Main Court 527636/9

Have you seen thelatest!
The Curly Stretch

23" diag., 295 Sq. in. Picture

Tapered Wig

Model GM-599

24 95

8 REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD BUY AT WOOLCO
You Deal Only With Woolco • Honest Prices
•Free Delivery• No Service Contracts To Buy
•Trusted Brands• From Factory Service
•Satisfaction Guaranteed

ID

•

(SAVING ON SAVINGS FOR EVERYBODY)

u.004-0°
.s
nn4
41.4.4.

411W7,ri *N.!eV.
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SOUITIGATE
lin $A Third
5100 Park An.
p.m.
a.ni.-0:30
OPEN 10
EASIGATE

GATEWAY MALL
11230 Jackson Ave.

N. thru SAT.

There is a true reality in
exploring, if not for conquest
militarily. If these great nations are struggling for greater power, and seek to establish their fortresses on other
planets, there might be a deal
of regret. Of course, we must
understand that man is determined, even foolhardy,
when it comes to conquering.
We have, rather, wondered
what would have happened
had the moon been strongly
populated. What would have
happened to thinkers on earth
were there sudden disintegration of foreigners and foreign
elements? We can hardly say,
since we must congratulate
those who made the voyage.
However we recommend to

only

2495

AFRO DEPARTMENT

Afro Bush Wig .••(v,ry
Afro Wig

Full)

$24"
$19"

SEE OUR WIDE SELECTION OF AFRO JEWELRY
100% HUMAN HAIR
LONG WIG
..29.95
LONG FALLS
24.95
HAND MADE WIG.— 39.95
WIRE%
4.95 & UP
See us for expert Styling only $3.50
We Honor
RANK A-MED+C-ARD

LAY-A -WAY

MASTER CHARGE
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Russell May
Reconsider
MARSHFIELD,
Mass.
—
(UPI) — Bib Russell seeems to
be hedging just a little bit on
his decision to retire from baseball.

DEFENDER
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RE QUALITY FOR LESS AT HAVERTY'S!

Detroit U Protesting
Signing Of Haywood

QF HOMEFURNISHINGS!
Everything you need for a castle or a cottage...
All sale priced at Haverty's! Take months to pay!

The Boston Celtics' playerDETROIT — (UPI) — Uni- Medal in the 1968 Olympics and ed help. and we helped him
coach was to arrive here today
versity of Detroit officials pre- gained All-America laurels in
He, in turn, has helped our
along with the rest of the team pared to
formally protest to his sophomopi season here testi
for pre-season drills at Gener-, the
We think he's going to
league.
NCAA the signing of All- year Haywood reportedly signal Manager Red Auerbach's'
America basketball star Spen- ed a $250,000 contract with the be a real superstar."
Camp Millbrook.
cer Haywood by the Denver rockets last weekend, giving up Calihan said he hoped the
Asked Monday if there were Rockets of the American Bas- his remaining two years of eli- protest would result in an
anything that would make him ketball Association, but they gibility.
NCAA-ABA agreement barring
reconsider his retirement, Rus- admit there's no hope for get- "We're going to have a the signing of college players
sell paused. "Nothing I ean ting him back.
pretty good basketball team," before they graduate, similar to
The boy has signed a pro- Calihan said, optimistically. agreements already in existhink of," he said, 'but that's
only my mind Maybe they can fessional contract," Athletic "But without Spenceer it's going tence with the National Basketthink of something."
Director Bob Calihan said. "I to be tough."
ball Association and the Leadon't think there is any possiABA President Jim Gard- gue
Red Auerbach was quick.1
bility of getting him back. We ner,
"I'll think of something," he
interviewed by telephone,
hope
this situation will try and said the pro league "certainly" The 6 foot-9 Haywood said he
promised. He repeated he
signed with Denver so his 61get the NCAA to try and pro- didn't want
would not consider Russell reto offend ellleges year-old mother "won't have to
tect the universities from this and
tired until training camp opens
universities but insisted, be scrubbing floors for $10 a
Sept. • 15 and Russell is not type of thing, so it doesn't hap- "we diant' seek Spencer Hay- week."
pen
again.
there.
wood out. He called us."
Calihan was glum about the "He came to us with an in- Fred Shadrick, dean of stuU-D's basketball future this terest in playing basketball," dent affairs, had been quoted
season without Haywood, who Gardner said. "The boy, in as saying Robinson's role in the
lead the U. S. team to a Gold this particular situation, need- Haywood signing "stinks."

THE TREASURED LOOK

OF

FRENCH PROVINCIAL!

11

20-Grand
Offered
To Rose

NEMPHIS' SUPER SOW
ST417,0N

LOS ANGELES — (UPI) —
Promoter George Parnassus
said Tuesday he had offered
deposed bantamweight champion Lionel Rose of Australia
$20,000 to make his first bout
as a featherweight contender
in the Forum.
A forum spokesman said Jack
Rennie, manager of the little
aborigine from Australia, was
interested. The date for any
proposed match was left open.
Rose was knocked out in the
fifth round of his title defense
match against Ruben Olivares
of Mexico at the Forum April
22. He said at the time he
would campaign in the future
as a featherweight.
Rose, a country western music fan, currently is in Nashville, Tenn., home of the Grand
Old Opry, with Mrs. Shirley
Rennie, wife of his manager.
He is due to stop off here later
in the week before flying to
Australia and may discuss a
match with Parnassus at that
time.
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WILDCHILD NIGHTand DAY

WHIZ

9-DRAWER TRIPLE DRESSER
BEDROOM IN FRENCH PROVINCIAL STYLING

BOSS "UGLY" BOB

SAVE $30

A beautiful example of old-world charm and workmanship.
Rich cherry finish on select hardwood veneers and solids. A
great buy for furniture of this design and quality. Includes
triple dresser, framed landscape mirror, 5-drawer chest and
paisel headboard.

Hear More Super Soul Music
PM MEMPHIS'

Free City Delivery!

SUPER SOUL "DJ's"

Easy Monthly Payments!

•

DOWNTOWN

LAURELWOOD

WHITEHAVNEN

PARK AVE,

137 So. Mein 526-3906
re* Porkies., /1/14salsorg fiernio

450 Perkins bad. 685-8277
Prim Parking Iktskl• Store

4212 Hwy. 51 So. 396-9196
Fre. Perk-leg ilesiii• Shim

3015 Park Ave. 323-7656
to& Prorkinciliesid• Shirt:

MAHALIA JACKSON'S
Franchise System's
Inc..

INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS
105 So. Parkway E.

CHICKEN STORES
691 So. Parkway E.
2405 So. Bellevue
943 So. Third
293E. Mclemore
348 Vance

FRI. AUG.29 - SAT. AUG.30 - SUN. AUG.31

3 Color T.V., Sets Given Away
Register Free • Nothing to buy Check All The Coupons. Use Them Daily
cennioN-

"COUPON

;Aphelia Shrimp Special

REGISTER FOR FREE TV
Nam*

2 FOR 1

Address
Phone

CLEANING LOCATIONS

Buy one 1.45 Dinner Get One Free

Plant 340 Vance
889/2 Porter
1129 So. Bellevue
1143 N. 7th
2453 Park Ave.
655 Mississippi

YOU NEED NOT BE PRESENT TO WIN

COUPON

COUPON

Moholia Concert Ticket Special
BUY SHRIMP DINNER 1.45
Get $3.00 Ticket '2 Price $1.50

Maholio Chicken Special

2FOR 1
Buy One S1.15 Dinner Get One Free

"COUPON

Donut Coupon

Hamburgers-Shrimp
Gumbo-Chili
965 E. Mclemore

BUY CHICKEN DINNER $1.15
Buy 1 Dozen Regular Price
Get 1 Dozen Glazed Free

1 Price $1.50
Get $300 Ticket :
'COUPON

Cleaning Sole

$1.00 OFF

MEET MAHALIA
IN PERSON

At the site of the new
Mahalia Jackson "Soul Center"
1428 Michigco at S. Park'Y

Sample Moholio's
Glori-Fried
Chicken-Fr•el
Other Refreshm•nts

SEE ALSO THE
RENOWNED" VOICES ;

OF THUNDER-

•

14
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pa. Alcorn Will Play Grambling
In Benefit At Los Angeles

tackle for the Jets and his
'blocking ability for Joe Namath
enabled the World Champion to
VIKINGS SHRED CARDS
batk positions late in the game! use Jones as trade bait.
The Minnesota Vikings dis- against the Cards. Reed gain-1 Nine year veteran Antwine,
played a well-balanced football ed four yards on his first carry;a terror at Manassas and South.team w hen they won easily, and took a pass over the middlei ern Illinois before being drafted
s41-13, over the St. Louis Car:from King Hill for another eight;in 1961 by Detroit, and after
.talinals last Saturday night be- yards. Reed, except for his a brief stop at Dallas, became LORMAN, Miss. (Special)
- fore 34,417 in Memel-int Stad- wanting to crack offensi‘e the bulwark of Boston's inner — The Alcorn A&M College l
• ium. The Vikings took charge . backfield, is very pleased with defense at tackle. Antwine has Braves defending mythical Na-1
early in the first quarter and the Minnesota organization
taken Jones under his wing3,1 tional Champions and Orange
, were never headed when Jim "These are the best bunch ot helping him over the early
Classic Winners will
„Marshall forced Card quartr- guys I have ever been associat- hurdles. "Houston has helped,' Blossom
eback Charley Johnson to fum- ed with, and we have no racial I have a tendency to want to battel the Grambling College
isie and Greg Larson recovered problems," Reed boasted as he hit people (football talk for us- Tigers in a benefit game • in
:in the end zone for a Minneso- made his way for the gates to ing brute strength to accom- Los Angeles, Sept. 12 at 8:05
pi touchdown.
sign autographs and gr e e t plish an objectives Antwine p.m This benefit game is dehas taught me how to finesse!
, Gary Cuozzo, who used to see friends.
signed to aid the under-privthem," Jones mused apprecia leged.
JAMBOREE SET
linost of his action from t h e
tively.
Valtimore bench while an un- The annual MIAA football
Alcorn, the class of the rug.,.rstudy for Johnny Unitas, jamboree :s scheduled for
MEMPHIS FOOTBALL
ged Southwestern Athletic Conew for touchdowns to T e d Thursday and Friday of this
PRAISED
sAriderson and Gene Washington week with the proceeds again Jones didn't do anything but ference last year, will again
sand sent Bill Brown, and Cilia- going to defray insurance costs observe the last half of t h e rely heavily on a cohesive deton Jones plowing over to score for the MIAA gridders.
practice which was a dummy 1 fense and a potent offense to
keep them on top.
'from four yards out to corn- MEMPHIANS WITH PATS scrimmage,
:xletely demolish the favorite AMHERST, Mass. — The "I feel I can make it when
tenacity of Alcom's de;Cardinals. Many Memphians Boston Patriots, a trouble I get over this. I need if for The
acclaim
wide
drew
fense
..were pulling for the Big Red American
F o otball League my pass protection," (The loss
the country in 1968.
across
'hut by the third quarter Bud franchise because of the lack of of 10 pounds) Jones stated opThey held 10 opponents to a
'Grant's Vikings had the issue an adequate playing facility, timistically. Jones showed no
minus 14 yards via the rushing
city
settled.
another
to
move
to
refused
ill effects after practice when route and only 117 yards total
MacArther Lane of St. Louis The Memphis Sports Action, he stopped off at the Checkers, offense a game. This mighty
unreeled the longest run of the Inc. made a bid for the Pat- a favorite spot for many of the unit was led by All-Americans
night when he broke off tackle riots last year and received a Patriots for thirst quenchers David Hadley (DHB) and Ray7from the shadows of his own negative vote. On a visit by before dinner in the cafeteria. ford Jenkins (LB). Hadley
Joal posts and sped 59 yards your TSD columnist here last
At the table with Antwine, was an Associated Press secbefore the 2dinneseta secondary week to Boston's training camp Jones got the rookie treatment. bnd team pick on their Allof
University
warble to bring the 220 pound on the spacious
campus I learn- Jones listened as Antwine kid- American list and was a first
opowegtul runner to a halt on Massachusetts
sources that the ded about his All Conference choice on the NAIA All Americlub
from
ed
he Minnesota 39. With time
Beantowners have no intention feats which included six AFL can Team.
;wining out Jim Bakken drilled
leaving the fifth largest city All-Star Games.
of
"Tex," as Jenkins is called
kia *lard field goal to make it
Then Jones and the 240 pound t by his teammates, gained first
in the nation.
amtrat intermission.
learn
to
interesting
bow-legged Antwine recalled'team selection on the Pitts• In the thied period Cuozzo and It was
that after new coach Clive Rush the rivalry between Manassas burgh Courier All-Star squad.
dWashington gave the St. Louis had just finished drilling his and Melrose. Neither would
a
apass defenders fits. Washington charges for two hours in pre- concede. I think Jones got the:Hadley and Jenkins weren't
on
'pulled in a short flip, just miss- paration for an exhibition game message that he is in the big the only outstanding players
red another in the corner of the with the Atlanta Falcons, a time where DETERMLNATION the Braves strong defensive
"end. zone, then faked the same call came in from a wire serv- and PRIDE is priceless. Mem- unit. They were well supported
in game action by All-SWAC
.
pattern and cut across the mid- ice for the Patriots to corn- phians,
go forth and carve your
LawId• le to grab a strike in the clear ment on an unfavorable deo- own niche in football's Hall-of- Fred Carter, All-Swac
rence Estes, All-SWAC honor!
culminating a 43-yard scoring sion which had just been hand- fame!
! able
mention William Tate and
ed down by the state Supreme
play.
SPORTS
BRIEFS
James Collier.
Fred Cox, who kicked field Court. Hopes of the city buildFinally,
a
Bills,
'goals from the 33 and 14 yard ing a new stadium went up in
faced
with
starting
the
season To go along with this tough
tribunal
high
the
when
lines, Kicked the point. Charley smoke
without the most publicized defense unit, the Braves also
Skinker's Cards never recovered. ruled that it would be illegal
rookie since Joe Namath inked can show a potent and explotheir first ex- for the city to authorize the
_ y suffered
his historical pact with the sive offense. This fast striking
stadium
new
a
of
construction
n setback after two wins
New York Jets, came to termsloffensive unit is led by Allillaieding a 13-6 verdict over tor the ?atriot.
with
the great 0. J. Simpson. SWAC QB Marvin Weeks and
here
officials
presstime
At
gew York Jets. The victory
t
The ex-Southern California All- All-SWAC Flanker Oscar Marwoul
Boston
where
know
didn't
'the third in a row for the
lay its home games. The Pats American and Heisman Trophy tin.
s who lost to Baltimore FL-. .
to play in Fenw a y winner, whose reported for Weeks threw 19 touchdown
declined
Tear in the Western DivPark this year. Some specula- more than $300.000 makes him
for 1679d 1
Mee Playoffs.
bars figure the AFL entrant the highest paid merger since srhe' Weeks to 'Martin combinMailneeiSCAR REED PLAYS
will use Harvard University the merger of the National and ation rolled up 723 yards and
game was homecoming
American Football Lagues, was nine touchdowns. Martin made
•rmer Booker T. Washing- Stadium'
f "riots, with the acquisi scheduled to make his pro deornheoP
ti'
catches
several
exceptional
star Oscar Reed. Reed was
M e m—P h i a ha John but at Detroit in an exhibition . n clutch
situations
th
the top rushers in
ef
th
Bramlett and Ezell Jones, now against the
Lions last Friday ' Braves in 1968 but when you
, „ of Colorado State before have four Bluff Citians on the
night.
add the running of Haywood
with the Vikings last roster with all four likely to be
There must have been a waiv- Ashford and All SWAC Willie
V.-Reed is a member of the around when the season gets
s special teams. He underway. The others are Hous- ing of a rule for Simpson to;Ray to this duo the Braves ofon punts, runs back ton Antwine and Justin Canale. take part in the Detroit con- fense becomes a hard hitting
'kick-offs and is among t h e It would be a natural draw in test. I have reference to the explosive unit. Offensive line/first to get oownfield when the Memphis Memorial Stadium. pro rule which forbids any play- men very seldom get the head'Vikings kick off. These duties This is just wishful thinking. er selected for the College All- lines, but offensive line coach
'
assure Reed of a position with Memphians will have to settle Star Game, and finals to play, Spinks can be proud of his
the hopeful Minnesotans; how- for Saturday night's pro exile to participate in pro games chargers because he had six
toyer, the proud Memph i a n bition between the St. Louis until that club's season opens. players to make All-SWAC last
!quickly pointed out in the dress- Cardinal and the Minesota Vik- Simpson received some early year. Included among these
Piing room after the game that ins until the NFL-AFL starts contact when he arrived in were guard Pertis Williams,
the wasn't at all satisfied and to shop around for expansian Buffalo recentlY. It had nothing TE Allan Simmons and Guard
Cleo Bingham.
to do with a scrimmage.
had expressed his desire to cities about 1970.
ROOKIE AND VETERAN
Coach Grant of playing on ofafense. Reed was well aware of Jones, a 244 pound tackle
ithe presence of all-pro Bill from Minnesota and Melrose
Brown and ex-Michigan State High School, was quickly spotJones. ted during the brisk workout
Clintot_
All-American
Making it even harder for Reed at U. Mass. Decked out in his
is the recovery of Dave Osborn red jersey which distinguishes
who was out last year with a the offensive unit from the
knee injury. Osborn was the white cladder defensive unit
NFL's second leading rusher be "Ezzy" was having it a bit
hard trying to adjust to the
Lore he was hurt,
Reed, listed at 220 but rigor- heat as a Pat trainer adminisAuthorized Dealer
*us training has caused him to tered ammonia capsules. Jones
shed 10 pounds since being in had lost ten pounds since cornthe Vikings' Mankato training ing over from the New York
camp, managed to see offensive Jets. Still another Memphian,
action at one of the runn i n g Sam Walton. plays offensive

r

JONES BACK AT SIU
McDOUGALD COACH
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Gil CARBONDALE, ILL. --(UPI)
McDougald, former Yankee in- —Richard Jones, a former playfielder who retired after the
Baltimore Orioes
1960 season, and Pete Carlesi- er in the
was named basesystem,
farm
dr
o
F
at
director
mo, athletic
ham University, announced that ball coach at Southern Illinois
McDougald would return to University. Jones played varbaseball as coach of the Ford- sity second base for SIU from
ham Runs, succeeding Dan 1956-60.
Rinaldo.

fIt's a great feeling to work with
sophisticated electronic systems
and know that I'm helping to keep our
country ahead in the space race.,,
eAnother great feeling is working
with Gordon's Gin to make the most
sophisticate.d drink of our time:
the really dry martini. I find
Gordon's far ahead in taste and dryness.,,
Gordon's Gin crea ed in London. Enplend
on 1769 It's the biggest meet
in England. America and the wares

Amon withams systems angoneer and supervisor at a major California aircraft company,
is engaged in research and development in the LI S soace program

PIDOUCT Of U S.A. 100% NEUTRAL SPIRITS DISTILLED FROM

GRAIN 90

PROOF GORDON'S DRY GIN CO , LTD.. LINDEN, NJ.

L

mt.,

USED
111 CARS
4

OPEN 24
HOURS4DAY
••• closed Sunday
FRED MONTESI

Yellow Qtrs.

Veg. Oleo.

MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES

lb.150

SOUTH--1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE (WHITEHAVM

111-C Orange or Grape

Drink

4 limit

46 oz.

250

EAST-5014 POPLAR AT MENDENHALL)
MIDTOWN -1620 MADISON

IREAST-O-CHICKEN Light Meat Chunk

Tuna

2 limit 6'2 oz.

250

U.S.D.A. Choice Heavy

ROSEDALE

Pears

Halves 2 limit
Big 29 oz. con

New COCA COLA or PEPSI

Colas

Eggs

T. Bone

.3 Total Limit

Med. doz.

SHOWBOAT

Pork &
Beans

And Owner Loyally

BORDEN'S

4 legged lb.

142 oz. con
4 limit

cut up per lb

4-290
15 oz.

Eagle Brand Milk 150
E-Z SERVE
DE

vi-LLE(oNvErrttig

In Motoring Pleasure
flip of fringe
The brogue look sets the style for fresh young fashion!
Here, a kiltie style in rich brown with wide block heel
and broad toe. Petting and pinking add the bold accents.
fresh fashion idea from QualiCraft, yours for M

99

MO".IMO rokYnai
Over 50 iitgipr Clean makes 8 Istothals

to Ch00110

from...•

MADISON CADILLAC
17 No.main
Lourelwood
Southland Mall

ft
•

105 So. Main
Poplar Plaza
White Heaven

341 Union
526-5932
Opon Monday and Thursday Tills P.M.
Tuadcry, Wednesday, Friday Till P.M.
27-Menfb Pecfery-Appreved Werreofy

9" 100 cut.

9 oz. Pkg.

Pie Crust Mix

per.lb.790

15*

MORTON

Dish Detergent 032z. 490 FRYERS

awn sitIowa

.
1110
.

MY-T-FINE

U.S.D.A. GRADE "A''

Labeled King Size

Alb.

Pork Luncheon
12 oz. 390
Meat

CHUCK
ROAST

4113*

./11b.

CUFF HOUSE

U.S.D.A. HEAVY BEEF

Boneless cntr. cut

( Reg. 860 2 limit

JOY LIQUID

1.19
-•••-. ,•11111.

WHITE

Grade A iertle

Dog Food 2516.B.4.79

.16.1.09
sirloin per.

Pkg. of 81190

FRED MONTESI

TOPS

BEEF
STEAKS

59

FRED MONIESI

Buns

290

No
Return Bottle

3 Cm.Total Limit

Hot Dog or Hamburger

Standard.of the-World

4
69("rm'eed

Cherry Pie

38* PATE
350 Mexican

Dinners

200z.

290

1 5 or

3-1.00

SALT
FRED MONTESI
MEAT
Mayonnaise qt. 390
center cut lb. 430
90 Count Bo:s.
first cut lb. 334P GLAD
Sandwich Bags 29*
.
sliced 47

59*
Paper Plates
With coupon
SLICED BACON
FRED MONTESI Reg.71 lb.9IC LB
or MORRELL'S PRIDE Reg. 75et 16.130 lb.
or FISHER'S BEEF BACONet'19401b.

FRED MONTESI SLICED BACON 9t
or MORRELLS PRIDE 13c
or FISHER BEEF BACON 19 e

With

coupon and 3.00 additional purchas• excluding
valu• of coupon merchondis•( fresh milk products L:
and tobacco also excluded in compllanc• with state 1:
law). qoupon •xpires noon Wednesday Stept.3 - 1969 r:
ARV' raiz* purchase not included in coupon re—
demption. ONE COUPON PER FAMILY PER WEEK
151.:17:•17.MfP."..7.1'..":".?"11'11t.11:MtP17..TI:Ml:Mr •MPA,-

SMOKED LINK

FRED MONTESI Country Style
2 lb. bag

SAUSAGE

99*

Sausage
53*

lb.

Fresh Ground

HAMBURGER
lb. pkg. or more

HAM SLICES
590

center cut for

frying

lb.1.03
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THIS WEEK'S

Classified Ads
PE INDEPENDENT
2 acres with livable school house off
Austin Pony Hwy. 5 miles to Covington. Electricity and Whiter available.
Next to Church. Terms Available
31E4718
Gen• Snipes
WORTHAil REALTY
3574803
For Sala
2 .1)00r11 with Locks and Hinges Perfect Condition $3. Venetian Blinds 8x8
53 00 946-b635
Helped Wanted. Women
lieglieterani Nurses needed now at St.
Jude Children Research Hospital Excellent Salary - Benefit Package.
Call Mr. W. A. Regal — 525-8381
or Write: Personnel Director
St. Jude Children Research Howie!
p.o, Box. 318
elegephis, Tenn. 38101
Nut Equal Opportunity Employer"

DISCOUNT
PRICES A

KNITTING INSTRUCTOR
3() hours. 4 days a week. Experienced
preferred. Compensation commensurate
s.ith experience. Apply to
Personnel Office
Seam Roebuck a Co.
4570 Poplar Avenue

CHOICE INTEGRATED
NEIGHBORD34 corner of Vollenune 4 BR,
Naury
2 Baal brick. Living rap with fireplace, sunroom, separate dining room.
eat-in atteata. 516,500 53.500 to seawall 5 1/4 01 Loan. 5119 morthly
payraent. Brokers & Agents cooperation
Welcome.
323-7858
Sire. Baker
Essary-Letwrence Realty
420 Dermon Bldg.
272-7548
DAY CAKE CENTER
$1-irla per week based on ability to
pay. 7:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Monday—
Friday Idlewild Presbyterian Church
1750 Iklion
274-1896

TRY

A

TO HELP YOU GET BETTER FOOD
FOR LESS MONEY ...
AND STILL GET

Miss Forestine Cook
WDIA Cover Girl (1970)
Soul Power 101024 Hour Soul

WANT AD

TOP VALLI
STAMPS

TIRE SALE

IN TH1E

Goodyear 175-14 4 Ply Nylon Tires 4 4-80.00Quaker State Battery 36mo. GUARANTEE 18.9$

ASSIFIE

You Can't Do Better
Anywhere Else!

Tune Up, With New Parts Included. 19.95 8 cyl.
Used High Tread Tires 6.00 with Tubs

SECTION

Oil Filter 1.00 With Oil Change
Tires Balanced with Parts 4.00

Tri-State

WIDE TREAD ON SALE AT REDUCED PRICES.

Defender

If Your Tires Look " May Pop's'. Pop

2 weeks
$1 00
Call now
Jackson 6-8397
Cash-in on anything you
, have for sale
2 Lines
Only

in

DOMINO
SUGAR

For the Best Deal in town

GIPSON'S PARKWAY PURE

Lb Bag

ASK FOR, FRED.

1546 Parkway,

At

the

cotter

of

W.Ilett

10

KROGO
SHORTENING
44
off"
label

•••• th our coupon offer

and Parkway P H 272-9508

3 lb. tan

MIRACLE WHIP

,c'ett&

4-BIG DAYS
Wednesday "Thursday - Friday - Saturday...
Sept. 3rd•4th•5th •6th
BIRTHDAY BARGAINS in all stores: bargains like you've never'
seen before! SAVE on fashions for all the family! SAVE on backto-school clothes! SAVE on everything for your home! SAVE on
auto accetisories, candies, bakery goods-and all services! Shop
rain or shine in our beautiful enclosed mall. where It's ALWAYS
72 degrees comfortable!

OPEN EVENINGS

I0;
FRESH, TENDER

29; If°69c
For

Lb 19t

SMOKED

ib.25
Fat Back
1.100
'illIRREOIFRONTIER
6joston Roll Roast 89C
OPEN SEPT 1. k,25
1
i
,
Labor Day
Dry snit

CHOICEqDE?usage

16. 59

U.S.

25

I

fit

au

50

25
25

BONUS COUPON
with 3-lbs. or more Ground Chuck 9-2:
or Ground ,Round

with 2 pkgs. Breakfast or
Center-Cut Pork Choos
with one pkg.
Center Sliced Ham
with a 14-oz Fox Deluxe Pizzs
. Saus.. Pepperoni)
(Cheese. Hamb..
with 2 pkgs.
Mrs. NVeaver's Salads
with a pkg. Morrell's
I 2-or. Bologna, 6-or.. New England
or Cooked Ham

25
25;

Regular Low Prices
'!Foge,1111111MITI delITITITIMITI Kivu•
06.

DOMINO SUGAR

OW

this coupon and $3.00 addl.
natal curettes*, excluding teliecco.
Limit
Coed Oyu Tuts , Sept.2

Om

win.*

beg

..*
meg

L;
50
t . 25
5
IN„ :
kt :0
100

!VI
IN0
MID

One

U. S. HIGHWAY 51, SOUTH AT SHELBY DRIVE-FREE AND EASY PARKING FOR 4,000 CARS.

NECK
BONES
PIGTAILS
or PIG FEET

YELLOW
CORN

FRESH
OKRA

2

3rd BIRTH

FRESH
PICNICS

BIG K
DRINKS

PInt

501111L:1
MALL

3
590 29;

ALL FLAVORS

SALAD
DRESSING

w.

BAKING
HENS

•

q!qt.%opitiquip witiviippli, '11
Ii

El

with 2 hcads Lettuce
with 5-11). Potatoes
‘‘itli 3-lb. or

v.ith 39c

more Onions

or more

Bananas
with 50-1h.
Peat or Sphagnum

with 2-Ihs. Popcorn
2 pkgs. Old Fashioned
Hoop or Mild Daisy Chee.e
v.ith one jar 33
4-oz.
/
Kroger Instant Tea
with 4 pkgs. 6-oz.
Kroger Gelatin
with 12 pkgs. Drink Aid
with one jar 6-oz.
Kroger Liquid Sweetener
with 2 pkgs. Royal Viking
Ibniah Pastries
e
,

fc,

9
6
9

1 ti
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Humble Oil Icebreaker Will Try
Imperial Potentate
To Accomplish Goal Of Columbus Elected By Shriners

The Veteran's Corner

S. S. MANHATTAN AT SEA, Fifty-four
mariners
hand- 'top of the world" water melt
- The S. S. Manhattan an es-jpicked from Humbles tanker'could shorten by nearly hatti BALTIMORE, Md. —Charles' The Shriners' new imperial
A. Dargan, a retired super- potentate stated that his plans
pecially c o nverted Humble'fleet and seventy-two scientists, the distance ocean trades
Oil & Refining tanker-icebreak-I navigation specialists, helicop- tween the Far East and NU- visor for the New York Cen- are to strengthen and expand
er is beginning an expedition ter pilots and communications rope
tral Railroad Company, was the Order's program with emthis week which her captainexperts officially joined the
unanimously elected the Im- phasis on aid to the impoverish
hopes will complete a voyage'ship earlier this week when
perial Potentate of the Ancient ed youth, particulary those in
started by Christopher Colulu-, they signed the traditional
Egyptian Arabic Order Nobles the ghettos and slum areas, in
bus more than four hundredl ship's articles placing themot the Mystic Shrine here addition to stressing voter and
and fifty years ago — to dis- selves under the jurisdiction
Thursday. He succeeds Dr.
cove" an (wean trade route to of the ship's master, Captain
.John Henry Hester of Atlantic economic education
the east.
Roger Steward.
City, N. J., who had held the "Unless we can increase our
The Manhattan's voyage was Humble Oil and Refining
post for the past two years.
voter strength to the place
prompted by the recent discos'- , Company
project
manager,
erv of oil On Alaska's north S. B. Haas, said that, "alMr. Dargan, 66, before be- where it will be vital to the
slope; its motive is the same though we're getting undersvay
ing elevated to the Shrinkers candidates' victory, and unless
as Columbus'. to get distant some six weeks later than
' highest office, had served un- we are trained to compete in
goods to market,
originally intended, we don't
der Dr. Hester as deplity im- the mainstream of our econoIn this case, Humble is in- feel our delayed sailing date
perial potentate and has been my, as black Americans our
share of this country's bounties
terested in learning whether will affect our ability to gather
active in Shrinedom for more
will be as crumbs that fall
crude oil can be transported'the kind of informatioe we're
than a quarter of a century.
banquet
from
table,"
the
via tanker to oil refineries on seeking."
A native of Daytona Beach, claimed Mr. Dugan.
the U. S. east coast. Such al
Fla., Mr. Dargan attended
voyage by a commercial ves- Haas added that helicopter
Baptist College, Ed-'
Florida
ice
reconnaissance
during
resel has never been attempted
ward
College
Waters
and
before. If successful, it will, cent weeks, 'indicates that
open the way for the first east-:substantial portions of the AT CHANUTE AFB, Ill., for Morehouse College. He is a
west trade route through the Northwest Passage are still training in aircraft mainten- deacon of Abyssinnia Baptist
Church of which U. S. Con-1
solidly covered with ice."
Northwest Passage
ance is Airman Willie
E• gressman Adam Clayton Pow- 1
The S. S. Manhattan, largest "Since the Manhattan's voy- Banks, son of Mr. and Mrs.
ell is minister.
registered U. S. tanker, has age is a research mission, we William E. Banks of 3166
Automatic Transmissions,
undergone extensive modifica- feel that it is imperative for Jackson rd., Memphis, who
Mr. Dargan is active with
Tune Ups, Motor Work,
tions designed to provide ex- us to test a wide variety of completed basic training at the National Association for
Free Estimates
traordinary ice breaking capa- ice conditions. If necessary, Lackland AFB, Tex. He is a the Advancement of Colored
All Mork Guaranteed
bility for its exploratory vo- we will seek out the ice envir- 1969 graduate of Capleville People, Legal Deienes Fund,
Phone 276-9211
yage. The Manhattan will spend onment we need for research High School.
the Urban League of Greater!
about three months gathering, purposes.
New York; the United Negro
research data during its pas- The voyage of the ManhatCollege Fund, and is presently
1500 E. atcLEMORE AT RAYNER
deputy grand master at large
sage through the Arctic ice tan, first attempt by a coinMEMPHIS, TENN.
for the Prince Hall Masonic
pack to Point Barrow, Alaska. menial vessel to transit the
Grand Lodge for the State of
MAKES YOU LOOK New York.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Below are
authoritatvie answers by the
Administration
Veterans
to
some of the many current questions from former servicemen
and their families. Further
information on veterans benefits may be obtained at any VA
office.
Q — I understand that a
law was recently passed
which increases the amount
of a direct loan which the
Veterans A d m inistration
can make to a veteran. If
so, what is the new

HACKIE'S
BODY SHOP, INC

Conley Auto
-Service

Fender Body Work

You Don't Pay More..
You JustGetMore At
• VALIANT
• ROAD RUNNER
PLYMOUTH
• CHRYSLER
• IMPERIAL

148 S. SECOND ST.
RES. PHONE 357
PHONE 526 - 7154

EXTERMINATING CO,
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARC

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 1711 REAL STREET JA 6-53001

EABARRASSED

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. PA 7-6033

1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC

CAR WASH $
Sat nr Sun SI 25
Sat Oper *AM tr 6 P
Sun Open II A.M te 2 P M

Whirlpool

do your electriCol wiring properly . ..
Install your air conditioners ... sell you
. the proper oir conditioner you need —
and combine air on oneitaly-to-pay

CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS
worter rotas till YOU

8

(4)

monthly contract.

PIIttafPfliAi
,sevICI"

AIR CONDITIONER

SALE!

-MOVING?
For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
FreeEstimates

special! 9,500 BTU
Exclusive Comfort Guard Control
eliminates extreme temperature ups and downs.

E-Z Storage & Van Co.
493 S. Main St.

Pushbutton controls. 2 Fan Speeds . . . HI COOL
tor worm days, LO COOL for evening and night
ccmfort. You can install it yourself it's so compact.
Built-in overload protector on compressor.. Removes 2.4 pints of moisture per hour.

;

$

MECHANICS WANTED

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday

GAS & DIESEL
• kl
Permanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid
Vacation. Local truck leasing company has openings for Mechanics who want steady employment in large, roomy shop.
Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4687.

SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
3100

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

PEST

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

3134

CAN YOU USE

CARL CARSON!

THAN'S fl
LOAN UFFICE

Painting

1000011161R

Save a bundle!
Lease trucks from

1925 MON•275-1143

Cackle Moore. Prop

OLDER NAN YOU ARE

BLACK
Ger
SLICK
i•
AT YOUR DRUGGIST

s !SHER

is

24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE

GRAY HAIR

t.0.....,-...4.A

A — Yes. Marriage does not
affect your eligibility to VA
educational assistance if you
are otherwise entitled under
the War Orphans and Widows
amount?
.Educational Assistance Law.
A — Under a law signed by Q — I have a 10 per cent
disability
President Nixon on June 6, service-connected
1969, the VA may now make incurred in 1963. I am redirect loans up to a maximum ('eviing $18 a month. Why
of 521,000. The old limit was don't I receive $23.
$17,500.
A —Your disability was incurQ — My father is perma- red during a peacetime period,
so you are paid the authorized
nently and totally disabled
peacetime rate, which is 80
due to a service-connected
per cent ito the nearest dollar)
disability incurred in World of the wartime rate. The period
War II. I am 19 years old from Feb. 1, 1955, through Aug.
and married. Am I eligible 4. 1964, is considered peacetime
for educational assistance The Viet-Nam era, from Aug.
from the Veterans Adminis1964, to some future date, is
tration?
considered wartime.

CARL CARSON LEASING CORP.

Summer at Baltic

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER,

BUY ON ACE'S EASY PAY PLAN

Lucky Foods Now Has

4311E0

SPECIAL

Whirlpool

TOWEL OFFER

42E0
Whirlpool

16,500 BTU

for large scale
cooling
Only!

Big Savings For You

18,000 BTU

1-OR EXTRA FAST
COOL DOWN.
ONLY!

219

2391

1A•del Ait-11114

Adjustable thitmostot — just set and forget! "Dry Steel" cononly from Whirlpool to prevent rust out. Special silencing chamber absorbs excessive noise. 2-way air direction reflectors to direct air where you wont it.

New SUPER COOL control, gets rid of heat build-up in a house
that's been closed up all day. Comfort Guard control with adjustable thermostat. Dry Steel construction and 4-way air direction allows you to direct cool air Up, down, to either side ...

struction

MODEL ALT-221-3 AVAILABLE IN 22,000 BTU

No. 1-3471 Poplar at Highland
No.2;1471 Florida at Parkway
No.3-4804 Navy Road, Millington
No.4549 South Parkway East
No.6-661 Chelsea
No.7-452' East Shelby Drive
No.84280 Macon Road
No.9-2219 Florida
No.10-1478 National

No.11-1506 East Broadway-W. Memphis
No.12-3152 Johnson

No.14-4701- Highway 51 So.
No.15-2481 Dwight Road
No.17- 4571 ;.luince
No.26-5205 Highway 61 So.
No.27-1693 Lauderdale
No.42-Inverness, Miss.
No.48-2458 Chelsea Avenue

411111111.

ACE4PFLIANCECO.
L. I. narum in

1

G. KiNKLi

SERVING THE MID-SOUTH AREA FOR OVER 24 YEARS
ALL 4 310113
OPIM
msg.
V p.m.
1VtlitY 14161471

EAST
1411

Sen*IMST

324-440a

WHITEHAVEN
4231 Hwy. SI Se.
Phase 3,6-0t1S

FRAYSER
1111 Mama Mgr/. 11 NI

Mee 3S11-45$5

LAMAR
2574 Lower
Phone 743-5370
•

Phone For
Quick
Delivery!

gio NOW Mil SOUTHLAND
MILLION DOLLAR GREYHOUNDS ARE RACING AT SOUTHLAND GREYHOUND PARK TONIGHT.
ItimmEri HOME OF GREYHOUND C.IAMP,ONS

a

SOUTHLAND

POST TIME 8 P.M.
PLENTY OF FREE PAVED PARKING
CLOSED ON WEDNESDAY AND SUNDAY NIGHTS

11111111111111=1111MINNINIQM.111111111MINIIMINIIIIMINIIINNINNINNIN

4
'

•

